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January 4, 1945•

Mr. John B. Blandford, Jr 
Administrator,
National Housing Agency, 
1600 lye Street, K, W 
Vashington, D. C,

Dear Mr. Blandford*

•»

• i

This report from your Technical Division is the result 
of your request that a study be made which would point 
out which, if any, wartime practices are applicable to 
post-war housing in respect to (a) standards and design, 
(b) new materials, and (c) construction methods.

During the course of the study, its scope was somewhat 
broadened to include housing built in the iirnnodiate pre
war period, as well as housing built during the war, 
inasmuch as a considerable amount of such housing became 
a part of the housing supply which served the war purpose.

Since the war work of everyone concerned had to take 
precedence over the work on this study, it is, of 
necessity, far from being exhaustive. With the limited 
time of a limited amount of personnel, we believe that 
the study is only in sufficient detail to point out the 
highlights of the war housing experience and its post
war implications.

It is our hope that before all of those in contact with 
the war housing problem are detached from this work to 
other peacetime occupations, a more complete recording of 
their experiences can be made and published for the 
information and guidance of those concerned with the 
development of post-war housing.

o
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Thls report is intended only to serve as a small national 
cross-section of development, local management* and tenant 
observation and experience, together with an attempted 
analysis of the factors entering into the consideration of 
the solutions of the problems. It is necessarily limited, 
first, by the small sample of the total housing experience 
field; and, second, by the obscurity and shortness of 
management and operational experience as related to repair, 
replacement and maintenance costs# The attached appendices 
to this report discuss problems based on reported material 
and conclusions derived therefrom.

Deficiencies, recurrent faulty design practices and unsatis
factory details of operation were disclosed since these 
were currently conspicuous# Conversely, successful and 
satisfactory details of design and operation were rarely 
included, since they create no problem#o Sincerely yours,

C. 1?. Farrier 
Technical Director

i.
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BASIC CHARACTERISTICS

Normal building cam© to an end soon after the declaration of 

war* Shortages of material and manpower necessitated that shelter be 

built only for those who migrated from one place to another to take es

sential war jobs. Shelter had to be provided within financial reach of 

the migrating workers. Six thousand dollars was established as maximum 

sales price; fifty dollars as maximum shelter rent. Many familiar 

Materials disappeared from the market to feed the machines of war. Most 

materials became scarce as manpower shifted to military production or

■

service*
-•i.

A great proportion of families were taken care of in existing 

dwellings; the available supply augmented through "Share Your Home" 

campaign©, with Ear Housing Centers serving as clearing houses. Two hundred

fif ty thousand workers found quarters in houses and buildings that were con

verted in order to make additional units available. New Hoi'.sing had to be

built to meet the remaining needs of war workers, 

private enterprise hed to be called on to produce housing where it was 

reasonable to believe it could be used after the war and where private

"The full resources of

•r. •
builders could produce at a profit. Whore they couldn*t, the Government 

had to step in with public funds*"

¥*&r housing has been more than a six billion dollar job — about 

four billion dollars worth was supplied by private capital, over two billion, 

by public funds.

EAR HOUSING - PRIVATE AND PUBLIC

In the four years prior to the war housing program, from 89 to 99

percent of the dwellings constructed were privately financed. Close to a 

third were built without benefit of local tiuilding or sanitary codes. Almost

3
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a half were financed with mortgages insured by the Federal Housing 

Administration and thus assured of sound construction and probable

marketability through compliance ’*ith FHA Minimum Construction Hequire

in the four war years, only 60 percentmonts and Property Standards,

of the ndw fanily units constructed were privately financed, 

last two years of war housing, all but a small fraction of privately

In the

financed residential construction carried FHA insured mortgages.

There were many places — both isolated war-created communities

with remote possibility of maintaining their population after the war,

and established towns swollen with workers who were expected to leave

once the peak of war production was over — where private builders could 

not produce at profit, ^he needs of these places bulked lr*rge in the

total war housing required. Publicly financed dwelling construction in

creased from approximately four percent of the total number of new units

immediately prior to the war, to about 40 percent during the war.

PRIVATSLI FINANCED WAS HOUSING

The pattern of dwelling types within the private housing field

was substantially modified by the War. In peacetime almost four-fifths 

of the dwellings built were single family homos on individual lots. In 

the summer of 1943, only three-fifths of the privately financed unite con- 

structed were single family houses* War workers generally wore unable to «tnk*

down payments* Later, as materials gradually were released, lease-option 

schemes were devised which permitted sale at a monthly cost that did not 

exceed rent, with no down payment. Ag a result, the peacetime proportion 

of building types wag approachedi In the spring of 1944, almost three-

fourths privately financed program consisted of single-family hoses

4
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built on individual lots.

Throe and four story walk-ups and elevator apartments, requiring

a large amount of reinforcing steel and mechanical equipment, found no

place in the war housing program. They were replaced by one and two story 

row houses and flats that allowed a victory garden or at least a lawn.

PUBLICLY FINANCED V.AK HOUSING

Stringent wartime materials limitations were imposed on residential

construction in the late Spring of 1942. Of the public projects begun after

that time, very few were designated for permanent use. Most of these were 

projects planned under the U. S. Housing Act of 1937 or as defense housing - 

projects which were to be located in war affected areas, were ready for con

struction, and could be made to conform to the new limitations.o The most violent changes in basic characteristics were therefore

demanded in publicly-financed field which suddenly shifted from permanent
dwelling

to temporary/production. The lightest type of one and two-story twin, row

and flat types that the engineers and architects were able to design took

the place of brick and reinforced concrete two and three-story fireproof

and semi-fireproof construction.

To keep the ?sPB Facility Bureau’s 11 stripping" staff from holding 

up projects weeks on end while the last possible ounce of copper, pound of 

steel and board feet of lumber were done away with, the FPHA Technical 

Division standardized plans, specifications, and bills of materials. Once 

approved by the UPB "strippers", thousands of duplicates of the prototypes 

spring up all over the country. No landscaping was allowed, and so there 

was little to break the monotony of repetition. Perhaps partly as a resulto
5
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of this, temporary war housing was unwelcome in some communities*

The number of bedrooms in the family units was tailored to 

estimated needs of the immigrant workers* Some errors occurred* tfhera this 

happened, adjustments were made later*

Room sizes were shrunk to the barest minima. Often storage space 

was reduced far below requirements - sometimes almost eliminated* Laundry 

facilities were insufficient - inside and out. Both principal and service 

access often were poor* At first the T>er Production Board did not permit

the provision of any group or recreational facilities* Later these were

recognized es essentials - but in many car.es there was no way of adding 

them effectively, and those that wero supplied were largely inadequate.

Standardized stop-gap shelter - trailers and portable units-filled 

in for especially short time use, or where the need was especially pressing, 

until duration dwellings could be constructed. Eight percent of the total

o
program consisted of this type of structure.

Abandoned hotels, deserted factories, long-closed warehouses -

every structure suitably located and not in use, and available through, sale 

or lease, was converted to provide for as many families as possible. Accom

modations for 7% of the families provided for by the publicly financed program 

wero supplied in this way.

At the beginning of the war housing program, an attempt was made to

provide for a fifth of the additional space required by inraigrant workers in

dormitories* Here again, standardized plans were repeated, along with standard 

elevations and standard bills of materials, throughout the country - and often 

without due consideration for climate* These dormitories provided the bearesto
kind of shelter - and wives and children had to be left behind. As the

Q>
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vacancies In dormitories began to mount, substantiating the forecasts 

of the housing agency, scalier and smaller proportions of the total were 

programmed as dormitory accommodations#

The extent to which the shelter provided by the public housing 

program nst its primary objective perhaps can best be measured by reports 

on reasons families gave for moving out of public war housing projects# 

"Of the 3S,00C families that moved from war housing and reported the 

% , reason, only 12 percent indicated they were dissatisfied with the

project* 11 percent regarded their dwelling units as unsatisfactory, 

and one percent thought the rent was too high* Very few (one-half of 

1 percent) complained the lack of community facilities* Thus 88 per

cent vacated presumably for reasons beyond the project's control" 

such as entry into armed forces, change of job location, leaving war 

work, moving to live nearer work, transfer by military order and miscel

laneous personal reasons. "Only 1 percent moved because of rent delin

quency." Many who moved bought their own homes#
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e D77ELLING DESIGN AND SITE AND NEIGHBORHOOD PLANNING

PRIVATE

GENERAL BACKGROUND

The following analysis of private residential design practices 

is based on a recognition of certain special characteristics which pertain 

to American homebuilding. ^ome of these characteristics are listed below: 

1. Dwelling Types: About 80% of private residential construction

before the war consisted of single-family detached houses. 

Apartments and flats constituted only about 10%, and row houses 

and semi-detached houses together made up the final 10^. The 

problems of private housing design before the war were, therefore, 

overwhelmingly those pertaining to the single-family detached 

dwelling.

2. House Classes: ^he private homebuilding industry attempts to 

provide accommodations for families with widely varying incomes.

o

Unlike public housing, therefore, privately constructed dwellings

must satisfy the requirements of families who are able to pay for

dwellings with floor areas ranging from small to large, and with

quality of equipment and construction ranging from minimum to

maximum. Within this broad field the different design requirementsA
of low, medium and upper income groups are expressed in terms of 

room size, number of rooms, extent of garage facilities (and of 

other accessory structures), size of lot, as well as by the

construction and finish of the building itself, and by the amount 

imd quality of its equipment.

o ■
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3. Construction Operations: The design and planning of private

dwellings is influenced by the fact that single-family house

building has always been a small scale operation. Before the 

war the average builder constructed only 2.2 dwellings a year,

and two-thirds of all builders constructed only one dwelling a 

The fact that relatively few builders operated on theyear.

scale of the subdivision meant that houses in America were mostly

constructed singly and on scattered lots, and that design considera

tions were primarily those of fitting a particular house to a

particular lot, rather than those involved in planning a small 

group of houses, a block's length of houses, or a larger neighbor

hood community.

4. Neighborhood Homogeneity: Private dwelling construction tends to 

result in the creation of new neighborhoods composed entirely, 

or almost entirely, of a single dwelling type. Most real estate

e

subdivisions, for instance, contain single-family detached 

houses only, and whenever row houses (or semi-detached houses)
i

are built, this one dwelling type is usually employed to the

exclusion of all others. In the same way, apartment accommodations

are rarely built otherwise tjian by themselves, without the

inclusion in the development of other dwelling types.

This tendency toward neighborhood homogeneity usually

exists with reference to new building only, since older neighbor

hoods are inclined to have a changing land use pattern, and

therefore to contain many old dwellings of a type quite different

o
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froffl the new accccnodailons being built at tho moment. This 

circumstance occurs most frequently when opartmnta, flats , 

or row houses are being introduced Into an area in which some 

less complicated duelling type has prevailed for many years. 

Although there is no homogeneity in these instances between the. 

new buildings that are being built and the old buildings that 

are boing replaced, all influences appear to force similarity 

of dwelling type on the new cons truetion os it develops.

Wartime Influences! Koraal building and design practices were 

substantially wodified during the war emergency. Among significant 

changes, the following should be noted*

a. House glasses? The resources of the private building 

industry were almost entirely devoted to the production 

of small houses, most of which contained only two 

bodrooT.s, and many of which contained only one bedroom.

b. Bwollinn Types* Greater emphasis was placed on row and 

sal-detached houses, since these two types have a low >r 

construction cost than that of the single-family detahbed 

house. Row and sari-detached houses wore also introduced

r

5.

O

Into many areas which would normally have been developed 

exclusively with detached houses.

CoRStniqtion Operations* Host war housing was built as a 

large-scale construction operation. For the first tine, 

therefore, the prevailing unit of private residential design 

bedame the largo group of houses, the neighborhood, or the 

coamunity.

c.

o
io
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d. Critical itaisrialss WFB materials limitations affedted 

dwelling deolgn by creating restrictions in respect to 

rooa else, room arrangement and subdivision layout, 

a. Site Selection? Emphasis tms placed on the development 

of housing in areas already supplied with utilities, in 

order to avoid using critical materials to extend utility 

linos. This circumstance forced the development of many 

interstitial by-paaeed areas, and tended to temporarily halt 

the expansion of the periphery of cities, at least until 

available inlying areas had been developed, 

f, Land Contours* ?hs war emphasised the disadvantages of the

gridiron street system when applied to sloping topography.

In order to avoid largo scale grading operations and ex-
most

cesslve ditching for sower and water linosj/builders began 

to recognize the desirability of allowing streets to follow 

contours and of planning buildings in empathy with the slope 

of the ground and with existing trees and ground cover*

EEPOCT YA^MkL

Floor ft roa; 'fho FItt 6000-caeo sample survey of 1939 provides certain 

significant information concerning the floor ares requirements of 

privately constructed drollinca. Ibis survey shows that heavy 

concentrations of single-farlly housos exist with floor areas in 

tits neighborhood of 935 and 1035 sq. ft* and that concentrations 

about other arms are Isas marked and of subsidiary importance.

In other words, the volune of building activity rises rapidly 

and evenly as one considers houses of increased floor area untilO
M
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the 935 and 1035 sq. ft. marks are reached, and thereafter fall® 

away almost equally rapidly and evenly. An understanding of the 

extent of this concentration can be gained from the fact that 

although about 95? of construction volume extends over a 1200 

sq. ft* span from 600 to 1000 sq. ft., almost 60? of construction 

volume falls within the narrow 450 aq. ft. span from 750 to 1200 

8q. ft., and about 30£ of construction takes place within the 200 

ft. interval from 385 to 1085 sq. ft.
If this survey can bo considered to represent a typical 

cross section of recen* private housebuilding (aa the FHA indicates), 

the follcsring conclusions cm be set down as applying to normal 

pre-war conditioner
• ' - . 0‘

o There is apparently no precise way of distinguishing 

between different physical classes of houses on a country-wide 

baste by referring to a typical, or most characteristic, floor 

area for each class. Such typical areas cay conceivably prevail 

within a region, but for the country as a whole, only one large 

group of houses exists with floor areas which are substantially 

similar.

.7

>

:
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For the convenience of the report, however, the building 

field was divided into three classes of “Saall"Medium11 and •Large11 - 

"Small81 being dwellinra with arsae up to 900 sq. ft.| "Medium", 900 

sq. ft. to 1600-sq. ft.f And "Large", any area over 1600 sq. ft. 

Although the 6000-Case Sample Survey shows that the largest number
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of house units in tho Small Class was built with substantially 

the sane total floor area as the largest number of house units 

in the Medium Class, as do fined ©bore* the average total duelling 

area in each of these classes varies by around 400 sq. ft., and 

reflects a similar variation 5n the average sizes of individual

roons.

’The abevo variations in total floor area and in individual

room size between classes, hewevor, arc differences- between 

ttfithcr’Qtlcr.X averages and not between two types of prevailing 

practice. Thero is no large concentration of construction volume 

about those averages and their use in connection with the design of 

dwellings should necessarily be influenced by this feet. A valid 

generalisation night, therefore, be made that "Snail Class" and 

"Medina Class" houses differ chiefly in respect to quality of 

construction, amount and quality of plumbing and heating equipment, 

type of garage facilities end other similar physical factors, 

rather than in respect to a prevailing floor area within each class. 

From a country-wide standpoint, there appear© to be no typical 

area pertaining to the bottom, middle and top of the housing market. 

E-arkot Price* In contrast to the situation in respect to floor area, 

FHA operating statistics for 1941 show major concentration© of 

construction volume within two separate ranges of market price, 

and minor concentrations within two subordinate rouges. -Dwellings, 

ther fore, appear to group themselves roughly into price classifica

tions rather than into ares classifications when analyzed 

on a country-wide basis. These concentration© take pic© between

o

o
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$3750 and 14750, comprising approximately 21% of total construction 

volume, and between *5000 and £6000, comprising approximately 23 £ 

of volume* There is a noticeable falling off of construction volume 

between these two ranges # Construction below the market price of 

£3750 ($2500-$3750) represents 14* of total volume, with the broad 

overall range of £3750 to $6000 accounting for 58%, snd construc

tion above £6000 representing 275&# There is also a very small but 

very marked concentration around $7500#

prrellinf! Types* Further particulars are supplied in the FHA

Field Office Canvass on the pre-war preponderm ce of single-family

detached house construction throughout the country# Country-wide

averages, based on a compilation of the 24 Field Office estimates,

are summarized below for a typical pre-war year:

Single-family detached • # • »
Single-family semi n # # # #
Single-family row • • # •
Kulti-family row (rental)# • . 
fculti-faiaily flats and

apartments (rental) # • # #

o
79*
3*

• • 8%
. . 1%

31
100%

Results of the present Canvass indicate a trend away from 

single-family detached houses to multi-family flats and apartments in 

seven regions, although the opposite trend is found in three other
.1

regions# A growing preferance for single-family row houses is also 

indicated, since no decrease is anticipated in any region where this 

type occurred before the war# However, the proportion of these regions 

is very small, since only 4 out of 24 Field Offices reported a 

significant amount of construction of this type. A slight decreasing 

trend is observable throughout the country in respect to single-family
o

14-\ ’
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semi-detached houses*

■«

Opposition to the exclusion froa a rcsl estate development 

of varied dwelling types was expressed by seven loe$l offices whose 

regions together are expected to contain 342 of post-war single-fsally 

building* All these offices indicated, however, that the mixing 

of individually planned and Individually constructed dwellings of 

different type would continue to be inadmissable* and that only through 

the unified planning of the entire development can variation in 

dwelling type be utilised to enhance the livability of a residential 

coscsainity.

Kumhor of Pcdroomt The PH A Field Office Canvass indicates the

following country-wido percentages ax typical of recent pre-war years*
Dwellings with one bedroom

w *» two bedrooms • . 572
w n three badrooms 
M ” four or more bedrooms. * 12

100"

Dwellings at the bottom of the housing market are stated 

to be almost entirely of the tso-bodroc® variety (922 two bedroons,

62 one bedroom, 22 three bedrooas)# Dwellings in the medium range are 

about evenly divided between those having two and those having throe 

bedrooms (532 two bedrooms, 462 three bedrooms, 12 four or sore 

bedrooms)* Houses in the top rung© are preponderantly of three 

bedrooms, but a substantial number have four or noro bedrooms (82 two 

bedrooms, 652 three bedrooms, 272 four or wore bedrooms)#

The Canvass provides a composite opinion to the effect that, 

throughout the country as a whole, 282 of dwellings failed to provide

o
22

332

o
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auffioiont bedroom before the war for the families housed.

This shortage appears particularly acute at the bottom of the 

market where 55# of dwelling* arc considered to be deficient in 

this respect.

Hue to the feet that an artificially largo number of 

two-bor rooa uni.to has been constructed during the emergency, there 

is a widespread belief among HiA Field Offices that a marked 

increase in three-bedroom, construction will take place after toe 

war (offices representing 62# of anticipated postwar single- 

family volume).

Hoorn Sizes: According to the FHA Field Office Canvass, room 

areas will remain generally unchanged al ter the war. Room else* 

characteristic of the bottom and middle of the private housing 

market (“Small Class" and Medium Class" houses) are presented as 

weighted aver*gee below (FKa Field Office estimates) alonfc with 

comparable public housing standards!

o

F?HA Standards Siaall Class" Medium 
for Permanent *?BA Canvass 
V ar Housing - 

av 1942

Class"
FHA Canvass 

1944
1944

160Living Hoorn .......
Kitchen
lining Space ................
Total living Room, Dining 

and Kitchen area • • • • 250 
Bedroom No. 1 
Bedroom No. 2 
Bedroom No# 3

175 . . • 235. .•
8350 98

40 70 129
462328
163120 132

100 107 133 ’ 
1127170-80

O
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Only a few gonert&izationo are possible in respect to the 

area of deoilings constructed in the middle and upper income range#', 

since individual house sizes vary widely in this portion of the market# 

From figures taken near the middle of the housing market, however, 

we learn that the most noticeable enlargement takes place in the 

living room and dining areas, oach of which is increased by approx- 

isi&teXy 60 sq. ft# The latter increase apparently results from the 

more frequent incorporation of a separate dining space in houses 

of this larger type.

.
• -

I

V. V1, .

Ihxpabcr of stories: The FKA Canvass Indicates that approximately 60> of 

pre-war single-family construction consisted of one-story structures# 

The preponderance of one-story dwellings is moat narked in the lower

portion of the market (ovar $5$), and ia close to 100* (in this sane 

portion of the market) in the Southern area, fountain area and on the 

Seat Coast. In the middle port of the market, ihe number of one-story 

atructuroo la approximately equal to the number of structures of more 

than one story. The fact that the upper portion of the market is 

caid to include over 25* of one-story structures also seems noteworthy 

as reflecting a recent trend towards one-atoxy design in larger aid 

more expensive houses. In general, no significant change in story 

height ia anticipated by the Field offices.
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Hasorjent and ^torai'.e Facilities 3 Infomatiou derived from the FHA 

Canvass indicates that storage facilities are generally inadequate 

In houses constructed in the cast, South and middle oat in recent

« *:
* i

o
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pro-war year a. Opinions on this question were not aubwittod by 

office® in the fountain and Teat Coast states* Hecoancnded

solutions for after the war appear to be directly influenced by 

climtic and geographical differences. Offices in the Hast and Middle 

West predict that the construction of bascnents will greatly increase* 

and point out that basement space can be conveniently utilised for 

laundry washing and drying, for children’s indoor play* for necessary 

heating facilities, as well as for storage purposes# Weight is also 

given to the fact that basements in these regions eliminate cold 

first floors and prevent dsnage by te mites#

Southern and Southwestern offices* on the other hand, 

generally emphasise the i/sportonce of providing storage facilities 

above grade* even to the extent of recorcrsending the development of 

extensive attic space for this purpose# Southern offices also 

frequently rocormend the provision of storage faculties in a separate 

room on the porch or in the garage#

o

Laundry, Zac ilitioa: A&ide from the cone truction of a groat*sr 

percentage of basepients* F«IA Northern and kiddie Weeteru offices 

apparently anticipate little significant change in respect to laundry 

facility provisions# Southern offices* cn the other hand* asphaoiae 

that the magre laundry facilities hitherto provided in Southern 

houses will be considered generally unsatisfactory sftcr the war# One 

office explains title circumstance by stating th; t the war has required 

most lower and middle income housewives to do the family washing and 

ironing* formerly done by servants* and that cost families will be 

alow to revert to pre-war practice in this regard# Southern conditions
O’
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appear to favor a rear porch or garage location for laundry facilities. 

Mountain and £eel Coast offices srttfHaittfcd no consents on

this problem*

pining; ? acili ties s The FHA Canvass indicate© that tho provision of a 

separate dining room is still the prevailing practice in private boos 

building, about 704 of pre-war construction throughout the entire 

country having such facilities included* Percentages of houses with 

full dining room© vary frorc about 25# in the lo^sr portion of t\a» 

market, to 80$ and 98% in tho middle and upper portions, respectively* 

Thor# appears to bo a alight increasing trend in the lorn r and middle 

portions of the nrket towards the provision of dining alcoves off the 

living room, together with apace for informal dining in the kitchen* 

Caya^qo: The FHA 6000 Case Saeple Survey of 1939 Indicates that 

approximately 20# of houses insured in that year were without garages* 

Of the refining 80#, 54# had garages of ono-c&r, 24# of two-car and 

2i of three-op-aore car capacity* Of all garages, regardless of 

number of cars housed, 54# were detached, 24# vere attached, and 22% 

were built in as a part of the house structure and mass* 1 eagre 

returns from the FHA Field Office Canvass to this subject suggest an 

Increasing trend towards the provision of some sort of facilities 

for car shelter for each dwelling* A Korthero office with a cold 

winter climate calls a garage e necessity* A Southern office with a 

wild climate predicts store carports fear small and t&ediuci sized houses*

j
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CONCLUSIONS

1* Dwelling Tvoasi Although many FHA Field Offices anticipate a

trend away from single-family detached houses towards multi-family 

accommodations, this tendency will apparently be offset in respect 

to the country as a whole by a strong trend in several other 

regions towards the construction of a larger proportion of single

family detached houses than ever before* Dwelling type predominance, 

therefore, appears to be determined by regional rather than national 

considerations, with the single-family detached house generally 

retaining or increasing its popularity in the South and Southwest, 

but with purely local circumstances appearing to govern in other 

parts of the country.

The pre-war predominance of single-family detabhed houses \ " 

is, therefore, expected to continue at about $0% of total residential 

volume, with over half of the country^ localities continuing to 

construct approximately nine dwellings of this type for each one of 

any other type# It is significant to note that the Washington, D# C* 

and Philadelphia areas appear to be the only parts of the United 

States in which the voliune of pre-war construction did not consist 

chiefly of single-family detached houses# In the former locality, 

multi-family apartment dwellings are expected to continue to 

predominate, snd in the latter, single-family row houses#

2. House Classes t Since the private homebuilding industry must 

satisfy the living requirements of families whose incomes vary 

widely, the resulting dwellings also differ widely in basic physical

o

o
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characteristics. Under these circumstances* either a 

practically limitless number of variations of basic character ties
x ' v ■

may be expected to exist, or these variations may fall into a 

large or small number of fairly standardised categories, as a 

result of income, occupation, family size and regional differences.

*ho attempt to determine whether such distinct physical 

dwelling categories do, in fact, exist, and if so, to enumerate and 

define them, has received considerable attention in the current 

report and in the investigations on which the report was based.

Of special interest were thought to be any standard physical 

differences which may prevail between dwellings at the bottom and 

• middle of the housing market, such as differences in total floor 

area, construction quality, number of bathroom fixtures, extent 

of garage facilities, and other basic physical factors

The present survey provides us with the following tentative 

conclusions on this subject*

*V--
/ ■

»

c.

: - V• *vr. .
/*

r

■. - -V.

Production aid marketing conditions within the housing 

industry apparently create a certain degree of standard 

izatlon of characteristics in dwellings designed for 

different incomes, but this standardisation takes place, 

for the most part, on a regional rather than on a 

national basis, and is directly influenced by local 

income, climatic, and construction differences# 

b. Sines information showing construction volume in terms 

of physical characteristics is chiefly available only on 

a country-wide basis, present findings are necessarily

a
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limited to a description of those few aspect* which 

appear to pertain generally throughout the country to 

different portions of the housing market. From this 

standpoint, we find that the nation* a pre-war housing 

supply divides Itself more distinctly into price classes 

than into area classes, Marked volrae concentrations 

are found for instance in the neighborhood of the three 

market prices of $4000, $6000 and v7500, but only one 

Caspersbio concentration is found about a total floor 

area figure, aarnly that in the neighborhood of

935 oq. n. , :
vfe have also learned tlxat dwellings at the 

bottom of the housing market in nine cases out of ten 

contain two bedrooms and are one-story in height. 

Dwellings in the middle of the market are about evenly 

dividod in sizes betwmn two and three bedrooms, and in 

height between one and two stories. The only change 

in the above characteristics which is definitely 

anticipated after the war appears to bo an increase in 

three-bedroom units in the middle portion of the market 

Other basic physical factors such os type of 

construction and equipment, and extent of garage, 

laundry, dining and basement facilities, have been found 

to vary sufficiently widely between different regions 

of the country to prevent their being conclusively 

associated at present with different portions of the

s'
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homing market as a whole.

Further investigations of house classes on a regional 

basis would 8]>pear worthwhile ajr son* future tine, in 

view of the fact that so few basic cliaraclcristics

c.

have l>sen found to portain to different portions of the 

country-wide market* this connection, a sinilar study 

could also be made which would attempt to distinguish 

between certain very large and broad classifications of 

Anorlcon families in toms of incone, occupational, 

ethnic, and regional differences* purpose of those 

two surveys would be to nore closely define the various 

portions of the nation’s homing market through enumerat

ing and describing the main categories of American 

family living requirements, and through comparing these 

requirements with the physical characteristics of the type* 

of dwellings normally supplied to moot these needs*

3* Construction Operations s Future private housing design will probably 

be strongly influenced by the war-tine practice of planning and con

structing a large number of dollinga at tte a&m tine* The increased 

use of large-scale construction methods has no ant that, for the first 

tine, the prevailing unit of residential design has consisted of the 

group of houses or of the neighborhood, rather than of the single 

dwelling on the individual lot, as heretofore.

Vary of the economic end living deficiencies of American 

residential communities soon traceable to the lack of a unified
i

planning approach in thoir original development* Tits traditional
o
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American practice of allowing the shape and content of a neighborhood

.
to evolve from the accumulation of individually designed and 

constructed dwellings has frequently caused that neighborhood to 

suffer from one or more of such equally traditional American real 

estate deficiencies as fluctuating land values, neighborhood instability! 

high individual lot price, inconvenient location in respect to employ

ment and city facilities, shortage of recreational advantages, as ^ell 

as such lessor difficulties as inconsistency and monotony of ovorall 

architectural apponranco*

The remedy for these shortcomings appears to lie in farther

ing all measures which allow the principles of good design and technology 

to be applied beyond the walls of the dwelling, and to Include the 

planning of the individual yard space, the relationship of edftacent 

dwellings, and the layout of the block or larger neighborhood unit 

according to accepted standards of an efficient and well-rounded 

residential environment* In large-scale land development operations, 

these measures naturally find a such fuller chance of expression 

than in the more usual methods by which neighborhoods develop*

Proa this standpoint alone, the war-time emphasis on 

large-scale housing production rould appear to have great importance 

for the future of good duelling d esign and neighborhood planning 

practice^ Then one realises in addition, however, that the use of 

large-scale manufacturing and construction operations apparently 

offers our best opportunity at present for reducing the cost of the 

individual dwelling to the Individual purchaser, the post-war 

significance of this tendency seems doubly important.

o
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^oidibr-rhood Honogonoitv va. Pconcrr/ of Land tfeo: The increasing 

use of lar^o-scale constriction operations 1st also expected to 

decrease the homogeneity of dwelling type which is characteristic 

of most residential real estate development, This homogeneity 

was the natural - and in many respects, tho inevitable - result 
of a period in which cost single-felly dwellings were constructed 

ono-by-one, and in which apartment buildings were usually placed 

on asall lots without regard for their effect on adjacent properties. 
Under these circumstances, local ordinances were dewieod to protect 
einglo-family neighborhoods against the encroachment of apartment 
and otiier dwcD ing types it: ich threatened to destroy their privacy, 
to obstruct their sunlight and outlook, and to inject concentrated 

service and garage facilities into an otherwise quiet and uncongostod 

residential environment.
in long as those methods of prefer dwelling construction 

continue substantially unchanged, come cuch restrictions appear 
noccscaiyr. However, many aspects of the resulting pattern of urban 

land use are being wore widely criticised as time goes on. 
Homogeneity of dwelling type Is being recognised as a frequently 

essential, but definitely secondary, objective in wunicipcl planning, 
and as a practice which in many instances is allowed to operate to 

the dertrt ent of the primary objectives of overall economy and
. - ■ ' a • ' ,

livability in the individual dwelling and in the coimunity as a 

whole.

4»

o

fvo extreme conditions, which appear to illustrate the need 

for a more flexible method of con trolling inconsistent and 

inharmonious residential land use, are found in ooot American citiee

o
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and oro therefore well knom to most people* In one typical c^so, 

w find apartment buildings and row houses restricted to downtown 

or focal areas wliich are TV'ceofiarily congested, and Tthxe high land 

cost precludes an open type of development and adequate control 

over the light and air of the dwellings* In the other case* we 

find all drrollinj^s in a typical subdivision required by the zoning 

ordinance to consist of single-family detached houses, irrespective 

of topography, lot size, position in the block, typo of local demand, 

or construction economics possible through the incorporation of other 

typos in the development.

In bbth casee, economy and liability considerations 

appear to have suffered, both from the standpoint of the family 

to be housed and of tho city itself* The fact that itost downtown 

apartments are convenient and efficient, and that moat outlying 

subdivisions are spacious and attractive, does not occa to outweight 

the other circumstances that ouch of the blight at the center of 

our cities, and ranch of the uneconomic expansion at their peripheries, 

appear to be furthered by these two types of land development practice 

operating in their present fora*

In the opinion of many architects arid land plsnners, the 

underlying cause of this situation consists In our failure to develop 

methods of using our city land economically* They further believe that 

economy of land use results to a great extent from a recognition 

that several different ccombinations of physical conditions exist 

within cost property which is to be planned for residential use, and

o

o
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that each different duelling type sa tie flee certain combinations 

effectively, and certain others ineffectively. These combinations 

have to do with topography, orientation, else of lot, position jof'tf'f 

the comer or in the middle of the block, as well as with relationship 

to surrounding areas and with other similar factors. &any specialists 

believe, therefore, that only trough the ability to use different 

dwelling typos in combination, if found desirable, can the property18 

maximum residential potentialities be developed, and thus its maximum 

economy and Usability to the occupants and to the comami y to 

be realised.

then we allow our downtown and focal areas to become 

congested with apartment buildings, those families who want the 

beneficial effects of sunlight, open air and landscaped spaces must 

move further towards the outskirts. When we require families who 

want a garden and more quiet to live only in detached houses, wc cause 

them to pay more for their land or to live further from their work 

than would otherwise be necessary. Doth examples may be said to 

owe their adverse effect to tho fact that they utilise land 

uneconoaically and both have homogeneity of duelling type as one of 

their basic principles. The first case appears uneconomic be cause 

livability values are decreased for the tenant and, therefore, 

eventually tax values for the city. The second appear* uneconomic 

because the prevailing use of the detached house to secure living

advantages possessed as woll by other types, when properly planned,
• . ./.*•**.’ . •■•**■*

results in higher dwelling cost or less livability for the occupant, 

and causes the city to incur the expense of additional utility 

and municipal services to serve an unnecessarily widely expanding

o
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periphery.

Progress after the war in the economical uao of land 

for residential purposes appears* therefore* to It,ply a departure 

from prevailing practices which result in homogeneity of dwelling 

type within a neighborhood. This process is encouraged by the 

increase in the scale of construction oporations and by the trend 

toward the revision of local ordinances to include better overall 
standards of urban land use and to permit more flexibility In the 

interpretation of individual dwelling type provisions. The former 

circumstance would permit acre efficient planning techniques to he 

brouj^it to boor* and the lattor would enable small-scale operation 

to etill make an important and satisfactory contribution to city 

development.

5. martins Influences*

a. House Classes t Thore is a widely held opinion among 

FUA Field offices that tlia private housing industry 

will place major emphasis aftor the war on the medium 

eised house, since the supply of snail dwellings has 

been artificially increased by wartime construction. 
This prediction is inter eating in connection with the 

conviction of moat housing economists and planners that 
the major task of the post-war housing industry must 
consist in the reduction of housing costs and thereby 

tb the provision of adequate drolling* for f anil lea 

of progressively lower incomeso
13,
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Field offices also generally agree that since the 

supply of toss-bedroom houses has boon similarly increased 

during tho war* the private builders will afterwards 

place special emphasis on the construction of units 

of three bedrooms or sore

b. Darlling Types * The introduction of row houses into areas 

which would normally have been developed with single- 

family detached dwellings nay, In later years* be looked 

upon as a significant result of wartime practice.

The FUh Canvass show® that significant amounts of row 

housing were constructed before the war in very few 

sections of the United States* but that in each of these 

sections the popularity of this dwelling type is expected 

to continue or to increase. The Canvass also shows that 

the wartime introduction of row housing in other areas 

has created a definite local demand for thia type after 

the war.

c. Construction Operations i The anticipated effect of

the wartime increase in the scale of construction opera

tions has been discussed above at some length. The chief 

importance of this tendency froa a design standpoint is 

felt to be Its encouragement of the use of broader planning 

techniques* and its emphasis on the neighborhood rather than 

on the individual lot or the unit of design.

o
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d. Critical ‘aterialsg The dwelling design and alto 

planning practices which grew directly cut of wartime 

restrictions on critical materials ere expected to 

have little effect on the character of poet-war 

private housing* For the most part# those practices 

consisted of such compromises as were required by 

back to-back plumbing layouts and by the 25-foot 

street sot-back limitation for houses. The planning 

expediencies which resulted freo this sort of regulation 

were generally practiced in minimum dwelling production 

before the war# and little of further eigaificance 

is felt to have or urged during the war period*

•?
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The determination of a nubile project1® overall char sc tor and 

quality has involved, for each separate government agency concerned, an 

interpretation of the minimis requirements of an American home In terms of ' 

the statutory provisions laid down in euch ease by Congress. ti&h agency1 s 

interpretation of these permanent or temporary residential minima has varied 

fro* the others, both through the differences in their respective legislation 

and because each has conceived the problem in a slightly different way*

Since some of the housing units no*; utilised for war purposes are 

designed to serve as ■ er&anenfc duellings, and come are only intended for 

temporary use during the emergency, their physical characteristics differ 

widely. The subsequent discussion of site and duelling standards has con-

sequ^jjtly been divided into two in sections, corresponding to the dwellings1
J .. - • . ‘.v.' • . . .. • •' . . : ' ■ • *

pe rmanent or teaporery character, and Into several physical enterics as shown

*

r

:*■

o
below# These main physical categories of public housing occur in approximately 

the following quantities*

1# PSHA LQff-fiPiy? and other similar permanent projects

(including 50 PFA projects and 34 Suburban Resettlement

^ and Subsistence Hoaoatead projects, and excluding 1J 

USHA Rural projects) 409 projects-132,036 d.u# 

PFilMAHglT t?AR HOMING - (including projects developed2#*

by ?HA, VBA, FSA, FPHA and other §genoiee, under the 

Lanha* and other Acts, for disposal after the emergency, 

and also Including 201 projects developed by the FPHA

'K
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o under Public Act 671 for later conversion to permanent 

low-rental uaa) -
.

625 proJects-16^,^2 d.u. •• ; v v'
■>

T*?a»OBA£Y EAR HOflSIffQ - 700 pro jeets-221,117 d.uV '3.*4

4. DMj^Tmr v?AR HOUSING - 164 projects- 72,630 d.u...

24 projects- 1, 115 d.tn5« Kl£C%LT,Am)US -
(l3 Rural, 11 Converted)

Totfij public family drolling unit vroNots-
(except 'trailer^ projects) 19i‘3 projects- 589,780 d.tu

"V
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USHA-alded housing reflects the circumstances surrounding the 

launching of the first large nationwide eluu-clenrenoe program. ^iniiaum 

first cost had to bo reconciled with the necessity, resulting from the terras 

of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, of assuring low costs of saintenance during a 

58-year period of amortisation and government subsidy. Ev*ry effort was af de, 

therefore, to relieve the government of the threat of future large annual pay

ments to offBot physical deterioration of the bindings by catsbliohing a high 

standard of design, construction, SLatoriale and enuionent at the outset.

The fact that benefits out of proportion to the rents charged were 

to be conferred on the tenants also influenced the projects* overall design and 

character. For these reason^ attests were wade to eliminate all elements of

{■■ •V
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livability which did not detract from health and sanitation end which were
.*. ?\* V,

-V

not felt to prejudice future low costs of management. \-;V
>; *. ?\ ;V.\

■ •

Housing financed by the USHA, therefore, i« healthful,- gracious, sunny,

extremely veil built and equally well equipped. The greatest amount oonsist*
■4‘ :.go r
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of two-story rov* houses, arranged in masonry building® containing fro® six to

too dwellings aplect>, spaced from 70 to 90 feet apart* equipped with community 

building tind with children's end adults1 outdoor recreation areas* and con- 

icirttfri in an overall project of approximately 30G dwellings#

T%A Defense Housing Division projects differed froa preceding U&HA

;

projects insofar & more locally administered program was able to impart- 

architectural variety to the dwelling and site planning, and to the extent 

thut the provisions of the Xtinhan Act permitted less emphasis on the necessity 

of semiring low yearly maintenance costs in the structure find equipment* Although 

construction, as in preceding projected wne considered to be of a penaunani 

chtmeter, Lanham Act project® were to he disposed of by the governRsnt at the 

end of the emergency. Uncertainty a*'to the dwellluge eventual use, therefore* 

together Kith tho defence nature of the appropriation* resulted in the? con

struction of projects* which in their way, reflected requirements as close to 

the irreducible fciniiBU*# us those of the U&HA* Planning difference* consist

r

■i: ■

largely of shorter buildings and of less rigidly formal site arrangements 

increased costs which resulted from the above differences were offa«t to 6. large

Any

extent by the tendency to use lose expensive construction and materials.

Other agencies* such as the PBA end the FPiiA* developed housing under 

the LanhttB Act which* broadly spewing, resembles the F*A variety in physical 

characteristic®, la addition* the FPKA during the last two yours h&* completed 

a number of projects under .public Act 671 whoae design features ere the result 

of the application of WPB material* limitstiona to FF8A permanent housing 

Standards, These dwellings ere intended to be a p&rt of each locality1® per^- 

m&nent public housing progre* and *re designed with a view to the incorporation

.y

■v- ‘ \/

O of necessary structural plumbing and heating Improvements after the emergency

is over*
53;
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The present collection of comments by project managers, tenants, end 

independent housing specialists contain a nooy interesting opinion© in regard 

to the adequacy «-ith sfcloh present periaanent public? housing projects meet the

Comments' which reonr the most
■■: ;■ < •

Vorerw.ll minimum standard a of m American home «
■■y V-frequantly ere rn.vmmriv.ed below#

1 v

(a) 0penne.se* eleanllnagg. ^ppneidtion in

widespread eiaong tenants for the spaeiensnoss of 1cm- 

rent and permanent war .housing project pit© arrangement,

• for the newness? and cleanliness of the dwellings, md for 

the Tjp-ta-date character of the equipment* General content-*

v
i

V •:. V -.*■..

'• V \ ;
aont of the tenant* ov«r the character of permanent projects 

Rfi a ‘whole in vi#** of rente paid, end amount and ms&llty 

of other available dwellings in the corxwunUy, la im

plied throughout most of the report Material*. For the

•*>o \ 1 •\ • Jw-

majority of tenants their present dwelling 1« undoubtedly 

the beet house they have ever lived In.

(b) In.gtitutlomvl Cjnar.iotor. Objection is widespread never-
. ... : ', . .. -'•■ '* ,t. .. ‘ ■ ', • V.- ; • ’ ••

theless to the monotony and regularity vbifcft is chime-

- >f'

t .i • :, f.
: TSr

V
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r
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> terlstic of many projects. Long ponderous building* in I.■V.
f. ■

‘y

y* '• . ... v V 't"’-.. T. ■•>Y '• i't '
Bright, severe row* ere particularly resisted in the ‘ 'V

: - ;r
southern states where such building® are rarely en-

This objection ap~ 

pear* to"apply particularly to cndFFllA financed' 

project*. Suggestions for future remedy doe.1 with the

■V • iV.

<•
countered except in institutions*
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use of, ^different dwelling type* end different storyv. •o ; y.G» .'4■} '
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height* within the asm© development, the inclusion . , 

of.acre short tuilding*, Mid the grouping of dwellings 

in sore interesting ir&ys.

(c) Complice tori overall offerit; A certain amount of

Y -v •?." 
, •. v>x. •V.

ft.\.
■ * .

.V *.

: * *
objection Ip spprrontly felt by tenant* to project* 

coatpoaed entirely of curved or looped streets* The 

compile)).tod &treot-mming and houee-nuabering pro

cedures, m<\ the .restless arrangement* of building* 

which retail&re aaid to be bottoer»o»© to visitor®, 

tra,desmev, end- tenants * Several very l#v?j e L&nh&a 

Act mr housing projects of perofvnent conatruetlon 

illustrate till® difficulty*

(d) Outdoor orjv^cyi Lack of privacy for the individual 

fussily in the area Aiw&ed ir-tely adjacent to it* dwelling 

is keenly.felt in all sections of the country, and ap

parently 1*.typical of all public 'housing project* by

Porches are almost uyii
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whatever agency developed 

versally omitted ruid, where emitted, are almost always

♦ -

*
,v '.v ,v m- . . 

■v' •: • •* ..; ' ..A'
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mentioned by thy tenant* a* being very much desired* 

The atrongeet cosiEonts of this sort emanate from the

*
/ ;V.. >. v \ r

. Southern at*tee where porches are & basic

neoeeeity in mm localities.
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One manager wye it i*

eroneoue to think that fanilio* do not live on the out-

1;;’ v
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side, oe well »» on the inside of the house*:
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(e) TtvMvifhul
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A tencienriy ie .«ol4/«»ted- b«y tenant* 

to improve thoir individual yard*, or at leant to fence
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.* r. !•>—6—o V,then'off or to surround there by hedges and screen 

This .results fro* their desire for . *
■ '• Ki

'planting.

degree of outdoor privacy, for the need to control
>■■

•i ■ snail children, and, apparently, from thctr desire \ 

to counteract the uniformity ©f the usual long building 

rows, Certain progressive housing B&nitgers have par

ted tied the getting up of fences around individual

.*
:

; .*

4*

I

.•

*;
' r

.yards and hure even' encouraged thin practice by m.Ic

ing lengths of fencing available to tenants At n very 

’ slight cost*

(f) Density* J&cftnt survey berl*.l has contained a certain 

amount of criticism of low density in public projects* 

Although tenants ard thought to generally appreciate the 

oponnaae and spaciousness of fco*t projects,, eo»e ho-tglng 

fcaiuigere coreplt in that large central landscaped t.re&fl 

represent a serious maintenance problea and suggest that 

their projects would be more livable without them,

(g) Motor soeemn In order to save street coate, isany dwellings 

• in persmnent projects front on a conison walkway instead of

e street. This frequent lack of direct motor access to

. ■ '*•,
.a./ •
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i
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dwelling entrances has be core© characteristic of perau-nent 

public projects sndr att a departure fro» traditional American
•*; :

• r-ji
V. •

neighborhood planning, is a significant feature of current 
practice*

v,.

Tenant and *en&g«?*ent coBRcnt stresses parking 

nnd oar storage difficulties enticed by this arr&ngereent,
..

•V.
*'r *.o rather then inconvenience, of accets© to front doors for
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* ho ■deliveries and during inclement weather. Agreement 

appears fairly general that satisfactory overnight 

car parking is only feasible as a permanent feature

■

■ft.

within close eye and,ear-shot of the family dwelling. •
?'

Tliis would appear to require that direct motor, access
: • to either the front or rear of the tenant yard be given f

i: •
greater importance in future projects.

(h) Laundry Facilitiess The combination kitchen sink and

laundry tray which constitutes laundry washing facilities

(■-

i
■,Vv*

:V -V * »for practically all public projects, is objected to : i:,;A;
throughout the country, with certain specific exceptions, j.

which are discussed later in a separate report. Since * • ••••!r
■ :•

the kitchen is the center of family life for the low-in-
: • i■'

t;.-. ;come family, the washing, ironing and drying of laundryV ■ t
i• .V
*•J. interferes with many other important activities which are*. I•r • <

:■normally performed in this space. The most important of
! • i. t

these are food preparation, dining, and dishwashing, butT

they also include infant care, child^s indoor play, and•.*

family hobbies. Remedy, according to the tenants, con-
.t.

i

sists of the provision of a separate double laundry tray

fixture, preferably in. a basement or utility room.

(i) Storage Space: One of the few universal deficiencies in \ 

public housing consists of the lack of adequate storage \

.V
.• * j t.j.

space for the various essential activities of the average \. • /.

family. The space provided in most projects is apparently \:•/

either not large enough in area, or so arranged that much 

• ’ of its area is not readily usable (as in the case of closets 

which are too deep) • A digest of recent survey material

/
• j;

* •>
V.
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i :>•V/ " •. v •. I -8~ Vo 'v' ‘ *V:' .V.’ * .•» :. v
indicates that projects are deficient which do not make

r
-

specific provision for the following categories of house--v
{ !

hold effects and equipment:

(1) Trunks, suitcases, and other similar bulky objects.
K

v
(2) Screens, storm sash and doors (in certain climates)

(3) Garden tools, and other objects used outdoors, such 

as bicycles, children’s wheeled toys, and perambulators. .

(4) Interior equipment, such as washing machine> extra 

laundry tub, mangle, vacuum cleaner.

(5) Extra clothing storage, such as soiled laundry, extra 

blankets, off-season clothes.

(6) Special activity storage, such as that necessary for
H '-vlf /'' • • • . • '• ■' : v V

soap and other items related to laundry work, for

canned goods and home preserving, for tools and

• Y-

' vv<'' :
.c.. •. % .%

• .*••
■i- yiu

■y:.«•- 
■m :'

::
■

■ •/ •>:y-.y.
V:..

\ *■.

O
'. . . / ■ . '.!■

v. •V,

: materials connected with hobbies. .

(j) Special Family Activities: Report material indicates

that public housing projects generally lack specific space 

. : provisions for the following types of activities:

(l) Adult’s indoor hobbies and minor duties, such as

• v •'

.V :
c •

.r‘ •>I

• -a
... :.

■::y. ■ 'V. ...l'\'r* .

>« carpentry, home embellishment, home maintenance, house-
V

. \:
wife sewing and mending, and home canning and preserving.

" '■ ;■ * ' : ■ ■; • IW • .Hi. ; ' V\ -
(2) Children’s indoor hobbies and indoor rainy-day, incluaing

. \ ' •

',VV-

'• l "y '

.. \....' ° ,

’’t-'infant’s play-pen space, v i

(3) Quiet activities for all members of the family such as \ 

school homework and letter writing.
* • . -• ,• 4 . • .. . .• .. ... *v \m s ’ •» ; i: 4- * ^ v. .

(4) Outdoor activities including group sitting, child and 

infant restricted play and flower and vegetable gardening.

'A - •.
V

r..I*

:■■■■/A• . •• . '
h’-‘ :■

io
l ; -,:y ■■-■jy-%

V
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• v .O None of the activities are considered essential in the sense

■ 2 :■V- •

that cooking, eating, laundering, sleeping and dressing are considered.

essential, but together they apparently represent to the tenant a category

of activities which crust be accommodated to a greater degree than at present

if the dwelling is to be looked upon as a permanent home.■i

CONCLUSIONS

Judging by the opinions of housing specialists and by the behavior
•- • ••

of tenants, the overall planning of public housing projects represents a very

high standard of health and sanitation but a somewhat lower standard of those

elements of livability which comprise the average American^ conception of a

permanent home. This opinion is not immediately expressed to interviewers and

to managers because most tenants are so grateful to be paying low rents in new9
• '4

clean, and healthful surroundings, that any criticism, quite naturally, seemso
to them unwarranted and inappropriate.

• r •

The above conclusion, therefore, is the result of a somewhat closer

analysis of the problem by specialists whose reports have been reviewed in the 

... course of the recent survey, and by an interpretation of other items in the

report material which point in this direction. All sources are in agreement in

implying that the average project tenant is living in better physical surround-

Dwellings and equipment are new and clean 

and there is plenty of sunlight and outdoor recreation space for children and

ings than he has ever enjoyed before*.•

adults. I -•

>’ Housing planners and technicians, however, tend to look beyond those 

obvious facts, and to question whether the present physical shape of a housing 

project can thereby necessarily be endorsed for future use without basic 

changes. Tenants in existing projects, they reason, are paying subsidised■o
•v/v

2*> " .>< V.

•>
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rents. Other housing available in the community at a similar low rent is

likely to bo almost substandard in character if not actually a glum dwelling.
4

The newness and cleanness of public dwellings will diminish with age, and 

one of the great advantages of present projects will, therefore, soon no

longer exist*

Titsre is a noticable tendency among housing specialists to feel 

that certain basic requirements of & permanent American home have been omitted

from public projects. These requirements h*v© to do chiefly/ with the normal 

desire of every family for facilities to express its own special characteristics 

and living habits within and outside of its own dwelling. They result from the

universal desire for soao slight differentiation in arrangement and appearance

between one1® own dwelling and those of one**? neighbors, and are felt in the 

need for porches, terrace**, fences, screen planting and other elements which 

would contribute to out-of-doors living privacy and to the natural and decir&ble 

iiepcration of one dwelling from another*

This tenant desire is en expression of the general need for some

o
• 'l*

lV-‘

•:1
V

' flexibility of interior room arrangement whore not in conflict with fundamental

This would fellow for wulti-purpose use, and enable many 

different family living patterns to be accommodated within each typical unit

i

economies in design*

plan* The rigidity of present standard plane apparently should also be modi 

fied cither by the actual provision of a. basement or by specificfdly aceoxa 

aodating Individual functions now associated with the basement in other p&fcts 

of the house* The definite provision, by this means, of space for children1®

indoor play, adults1 and children*e hobbies, garden tool storage and other
.... . ■>. •. . •. V-^ • V , ... V ....... •, ' . .. ' •„

varieties of bulk storage space, not to mention adequate laundry washing and 

drying space, would eliminate much of the crowding and congestion la our

t.

ir ■.
i-•. V

•: V

o
;
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typical unit pLane and would enable them more nearly to accommodate all

standard American Zanily activities#
;. - v ; '' ■ ' ■:v',V

If these arid other similar changes were incorporated in existing

•V.

V.V-'

•t;
A‘.W

standards, long monotonous rows of parallel building* would bo eliminated 

because of the attainment of outdoor privacy end ft real sense of differentiation 

between individual dwellings would be impossible if such long facades were 

retained unbroken. In the sttae way, the severity and uniformity of projects 

could b© mortified through the inclusion of buildings of different heights and 

of different types, provided, their nee were justified by real family living 

differences, or by differences of topography or other site requirements.

Other report material which supports the conclusion that certain 

basic American residential minima have be«n omitted from public projects 

concerns the relatively eaa.ll amount of upkeep and maintenance *ork of dwellings 

end grounds which the iem.nte have, up to now, undertaken as their responsibility

i. •

r

i

V

•1 V* ....
\i \

o
Huch of this lack of tenant interest in Having nanfcgewent costs and in projectVi-

. .1

beautification is due to the newness of the projects or to insufficient efforts' 

on the part of the project manager to develop a spirit of tenant cooperation end 

to systematically avail himself of tenant offers of assistance.

On the whole, however, tenants display only a limited Interest in work 

about the house, both inside and out, end much of this circumstance is felt to

? •
't

r

be due to the fact that the dwelling itself, together with its usual crowded 

and exposed relationship to adjccent fwnily accosuDoda’lions, do«s not encourage
> •/

7.*- ; •.:

the normal sense of family proprietorship and responsilfl-lty#

Out of these and other similar factors brought to light by the•'. -' • -
.V

report material, a picture gradually emerges, not only of the kind of dwelling 

desired by the typical low-income family, but also of the physical featureso
without which no dwelling 1b considered • true hone by such a faaily.

V

41V*••v,; \
•V f
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These basic dwelling minima may bo er.id to run counter to the
*

standards upon which existing public project a wore developed in only a few 

respects, but these points of difference nre felt to bo extremely sigd&fleant 

For the most part they indicate that the low-income family■attaches more im

portance to the dwelling’s capacity to allow for family self-expression than 

It does to any other factor whatever, except a dwelling’s effect on physical 

health* Considerations of comfort, decency, convenience, safety, opportunity 

for rocreution outside the home, esthetic satisfaction, and other similar 

factors are apparently of small importance, from the standpoint of minimum 

requirements, unless they make a substantial contribution to the attainment 

of the other two objectives*

* From these circuaatfcuceB we may conclude that the developa-^mt of 

postwar dwelling space, site and neighborhood standards can well place special 

emphasis on the study and definition of those indoor and outdoor activities 

which constitute minimum requirements neceflesry for well-rounded family life 

in each gener&l American income group, and the translation of those minima 

into a wide variety of design, structure and equipment details.

*.«

o
• '<■

w

A
(■

i
,1

: TEMPORARY AH]) DKHOPWTmB "TAT? IEWSIM0t

-t*

. GEBSUAL BACKCRPU8P •/
> '* Practically all projects containing family dwelling units except 

those mentioned above are of either, temporary or demountable construction, and 

wore mostly developed by the FPttA* . • ;y;:;

When ordinary dwelling shortages became aggravated by rapid in* 

migrations of war workers, the need for speed in construction called for drastic 

changes in procedure and brought about a severe reduction of dwelling design 

standards* Mass production, stock planning of the dwelling units, and general

.

.V*I*-i ,-

o
42i .a. • •*
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'i > ■© standardisation wore imperative . Sever© control© in the use of critical

materials, together with a no cognition of the temporary nature of the
:

mcoomnodations, necessity for simplified manufacture and construction in

wartime, and other similar factor® contributed to the specialised nature 

of the standards employed

Since variables in war plant production tmd sudden rescheduling 

of munitions, rs dictated by changes in war strategy, called for flexibility in 

const-ruction and duelling types, permanent, demountable, donssitory, temporary, 

portable and trailer units were programmed whore their particular type satis-

v:

♦ -

■i..

,V V
...Vi~i ' ; Tied the present and future ne&d.

■s..V:
Temporary housing generally consists of one or two-story row houses 

arranged in frame and masonry buildings containing from 8 to 12 dwellings apiece 

spaced in parallel ro*s from 40 to 70 feet apart, and equipped with a community 

and administration building and with children1® out-door play facilities. The 

dwelling units are usually characterised by e combined living room, dining room

©
/ :■

jand kitchen area, by reduced bedroom sizes, by individual cool heaters, by the
y'& ■:

provision of shower bath® Instead of tube, and by the usd of minimum plumbing fv.-c

pipe end lumber sises throughout. Floors were frequently unreinforced concrete 

laid directly on the ground-*

; REPORT MESIAL.-

.£• A
r\‘

v1■f •.
V-.j vrw .■

. w .: ••. . VV ;V
•V Boon area - Living rooms, although generally smaller in area 

than those of permanent houses, have been-found satisfactory in
i-':

,y.

ere® due to the fact th«t many tenants moved with little or no 

furniture. Kitchens are generally too small because of the 

extra equipment the family possesses which cannot be stored
* ' \ i . • • • •. 1 . . M '

elsewhere because of the many activities-which center there.
Ho complaint is usually registered about eating in the kitchen,

•;y.v

•f

■ «...'
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\
although eating in the living room is found uusatiofnctoiy* 

The bhfch is smll but adequate 

- commodates & bedroom suite, with * double bed, but the

»■

The principal bedroom ac-: *

second bedroom is found to be too s&ull for twin beds. 

Storage. 6iitoe and utility closets are generally inadequate 

because of the large amount of miscellaneous mat©l-ial and

.?.«* •• •

.
r

. ■■ ■

• -v,

equipment that had to be stored.

b. Srjp.ce tirrzn£u&viit •. Tenants indicated satisfaction after
'“v'.v/.y, ‘ *,

usage whsre there a demarcation; of spaces between kitchen 

and living: room try at least partial separation, such as a

counter, lor parti feidwi, closet or other device so that the 

division sms felt and clef ivied. At the eaae time & spacious

ness wslS Introduced by the use of these divisions which was 

most acceptable. This free approach to dwelling design was 

however, carried out in very few projects. Spaces which 

merged into each other for different activities, or borrowed 

from each other, were considered less satisfactory, except in

; ; the case of the kitchen and dining space.
: 5 •-«. ;••••' ■' . .... ■ •V':. -R: : • .a ■ -V~ . .

c. 0roup F*oilities; An important innovation connected <rith

V. .t. i.:
W *. *.*

c r
•;V:.

■;K- •S

I • • -
: f 7

••. ■

■

■ .m:

■ • w".

:-X ->v
; • i

V *■ temporary housing is the provision of certain basic facilities 

in tenao of the group rather than in tonss of the individual** V-
• W». ,\V•* family. Group dining, clothes washing, bathing and toilet

: i ,.i
■: ■

facilities have frequently been necessary end although almost 

universally' unsatisfactory froa the point of view of the tenant

jr
,'K

9. v • -v. f
have been successfully operated in ttoqt in»ttJice« He a temporary-v.;V

o war-time excellent.v.
7! Si *
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d* Trailers - Trailers ware found to satisfy some couples in pre

ference to other types of dwelling units* However, they were 

often used for larger families as small houses, rather than as 

the stop-gap housing for which they were originally intended.

Ae such they ware not satisfactory.

I-on.'dtQries - Dormitories were attempted for single people without . 

due consideration in planning for climate and were found intolaraHa 

in some places due to leek of cross ventilation. The dormitory 

ap&rtsent intended for couples was not satiof&ctofy because of

>

•:

1•K . -/

•r'-"
e.

v

:?•

. ;

changing family conposition.

f* Portable shelters - The portable shelter unit which wee to be

& completely panelieed and packaged unit proved somewhat ex- 

pensive but otherwise raaeonubly satisfactory. !•;o
COSCUJSIOjKS

v>\•s

Since general, planning consider*tionu in these projects were con

trolled, for the most part, by economy and war-time expediency, their direct 

significance for the poet-war period is considered to be relatively small in■« • •

y• >.
respect to site and dwelling design standards. In spite of the limitations .. -

necessarily imposed on designer, builder and tenant, however, the result has 

been generally considered satisfactory in view of the temporary character of 

the program.
:v

Our war end pre-war experience has shown u« that much additional re-
.1

search and study is needed to define and establish the aininun dwelling require- 

Ren ts of the American family and to base these requirements directly on the <:.

various essential activities of human living. The results from the fewi

o scientific investigations of this sort which have been conducted during the 

war period demonstrate the Importance of this approach and the need for further

APTr Vp«effort in tide direction. • !
•s'-
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?#rhfc>>« the grofttcat departure frgu prevur pliKiiung vas the rapid 

dcwelojpBU.'&t di\ huge projects au r&«f land in rural HX&ik'i in. ''

• workers for ttcairby w^r plants* la *o»C .cot*® whole torn* mr# developed

with nil ih$ c^fc.entirl community fftcilitioa-’^d• necessary;'utilities. ■'These . 

town® fc&d to b* >„« . complete w;. posfi&L*. i.nd .vfchre&£ In th<? u®u&l nor real 

projects, th» of inters?si wu® &«*»/ froa the prsjoot U) ib1^ cowaunity^

lathe Ur£® *>r pro^cfc;., it *&» inverted .and within th-ft’project eft

to if.- »4>& the co*ru»ity.# to $'• brieo*ii»£® ww expert suced* As >

• A

.>

i.

A-

. \

in *11 cities, th*ra should be */ star p]b>n *Rh con*role reaching ■ out to 

. Ailcontributingtechnician* for unity end integration and thlft ws* often 

. 'iuoKing* U&rg* weal* pluming call* for eHh&ttfc tire study »hich not

o forcible in u short ti^o. £o»* projects provided Insufficient goa# unity.
V.

f&ciUblt»6 And .in sorts d«nee# services were in&cequuto, %v#p«ci<dily those 

, loon ted' in incite Precis, it la generally agreed , tWt ti&o schedules* es>~ .. .. •A.', 

'tebiichod for pl&uiftlng afro, far too short end savings irould have. been ttAd# 

by sufficient con®icerfilion in plxunauBg* of the4 d^liy of the-new $op\i~

X^iloAf

*■

H’ .•

.: . •>■

.>-.■ ■i.

<:■

■?- i,.: .M. the oth«r -cxtrwMi In procedure wda teethed of

utilising Vacant lots ooattor&d throughout ^ city, *hleh trought econoaieo 

■■ b#cfttti»# of existing utilities snd city services .bud fuellitioft#. foch «*

60s.tiered projoot »»sf: hoeever^ difficult to $«»•'>*• o nod core costly to norvioo 

by ^roj^ct

gtever* ahortiigee of critical JirterW.^ dictated s ftcftling ^oms of'
'/ ’ •' ; .. ' •’- - .V.'-, ’■ : >"v'V ' •'' •'"• "' • • • ' - ' ; • .; *•' • • •. ’ ' ■ ■ •' / ' / '. ■ / • ' .

cite fttui daftillAft in public housing.ji to gc&ftrcl tightening of builds

/ V-^..

V , »V

J1
»

f• *.:. y ‘

o lag spholng. Ths economy in the site’ i&;iroveum% costs *nd ■utilitic.ks gfrlned.
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through this reduction was somewhat offset by ths necessity for fire belts 

due to the combustible materiel used in construction. End to end spacing 

of buildings tfas also increased. This materiel (generally frame) was 

dictated by the urgent need for shelter and its temporary character. Bow 

houses were used in some open outlying areas widely separated which dis- 

closed high development costs.

i

\ •
•A

Placing buildings parallel with the topographic contours or con-

tour planning became more important than ever and every effort was made to 

avoid any grading if possible because heavy equipment was needed for other 

war work. However, cross contour planning was attempted without heavy 

grading which gave interest to the building and site arrangement, but ex-
H ' . # ’ ■ ' . ( v ’ *. . . • ;.m • •* ■' . •

baustiv® and detailed studies would have to bo made on total development

i

f;

o coats for any conclusive determinations • Considerable attention ft&s also

given to dwelling orientation but more study is needed to help the designer 

in planning in regard to insolation, glass area proportionate to room else,

a

::

• • •
etc. (

f

Steps were cade towards the integration of the immediate outside 

area with the inside of the dwelling unit whore attempted by architects 

that were granted complete freedom of planning. Here privacy was achieved 

through devices such as projecting utility closets, inset porches, sun shade 

overhangs, projecting walls or offsets, or echelon arrangement of dwelling 

units. Some.of these urrengewente were found very satisfactory and well 

liked. Such schemes, although done in very few projects, might well be don-

t
1
%

X V.!• - -

\ z
l side red in the future planning. Many schemes should be investigated in order

av • .%*•
to exhaust all the possibilities. There is considerable confusion on the

© part of designers, managers and tenants as to which side of the dwelling

r'V
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1st the front* More study should be done to avoid conflict© between work, 

servicing find leisure activities
7 v , ■ •. -• J; ‘ .. --c ... - •• • . ' •
dwelling yard relationship was the omission of walks to front doors end the

placement of greater emphasis on the service or kitchen entrance which also

A
A less satisfactory solution to the♦ :

V

served as the front door* Garbage and refuse collection were cared for by

several systems, and the success of e^ch system we© found to depend on

correlation wlth the other services of the particular project, local custom, 

road pattern and definition of responsibility for tenrmiy manager and bmnici-
r •:

p&lity.
<• /

/r, V--,v;

The success of the street pattern mo' diminished when service drives
\ <

ws?re narrowed down to perialt only one-way traff ic Much dissatisfaction re- ■;*

suited both to tenant# and project manager© •; . Occ&eicm&lly eervice drives 

were completely omitted which created & really unfortunate situation, es><

■ . • >7 : ''

o 1
pecially where, coni wee ueed for heating and cooking. $her* sufficient park- 

ing was not provided, or was located in remote places, tenant* parked care 

• on l&wne which ere&ted heavy maintenance problems and added to general 

* neglect and dissatisfaction* , The fact ma brought out that t©nunte want : ; 

their care within ©ye and earshot of the dwelling, ©specially while care and 

.parte are scarce* Ehere walks were omitted or wore not based on careful con

' •

>• .-i

y

ei deration of probable circulation, malnten&nee ©oats were increased* •/ •v
• > •/. ' .

The absolute lack of my ornamental planting such as trees and
v, ■?; i- 'r •••

shrubs with lawns only and the necessary planting for erosion control, of ten :A .•J y
:. v

gave the projects ft grim and bald ap^aranc©* TJiis contributed to the lack 

of tenant pride end the resulting dieinterosi in tenant aaintenanoe, Biagniiied 

by lack of epace definition* Maruigesent prbbleme resulted. £o»© managero

.-r :■ :•
V •

r;/
hsve questioned tho the wisdom of thi0 economy.

. • • • . • * . ’ ' . \V ‘ • V • - ^ • • - . L>\• •
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New developments were brought about ty a public consciousness of

community responsibility no stimulated by war conditions# Problems such as

nursery care for pre-school children of working mothers were dealt with.

This need wee met by child care buildings or rooms in the community building# 

In the future, space will continue to bo provided but operation will probably 

be left to tenant financing.
* *.

i The control of children of school age after school hours which

was delegated to educational and recreational organisations rarely worked

out satisfactorily, due mainly to lack of experience.

fiecreetion and play areas for children need further study. Many 

play areas were abandoned or little used. Perhaps observing children at play

:
•y

Poolwill indicate the conditions which prompt spontaneous and natural piny.
'VSo sprays are very popular and successful and new "oras and improvements ait

being discovered. Sand boxes require intelligent supervision and are con

sidered an unsolved problem, unsanitary and requiring heavy maintenance. Where 

playgrounds were altogether omitted, there was dissatisfaction both from tenants 

and management. They are needed both for child control and to give an outlet

1/

•;V1 V

to child occupants of miniwun-sised dwelling unite# %

Civic activities for both children £ind adults considered important 

from & management and sociological viewpoint were carried on# Ouch groups as 

Civilian Defense, Ked Cross, Paper Salvage, and Scouts, were very active. Other 

groups were organised to cope with and eliminate unsatisfactory conditions in

the project# There wbs also a great emphasis on nutrition and canning groups

formed as a by-product of victory garden clubs. Branch libraries located in 

the projects were eminently successful# These activities tre mentioned because
*

o their space needs enter into future project planning. There was full recognition

•V!
ft f?t •
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-5-V*o of the need for adult, recreation.

The need for health service wne *1bg recognised and some specially
y

built infirmaries were operated. It is doubtful that this will be continued, 

although very desirable and very such needed, until some system can be found 

which will ra«et the approval of the nodical profession.

The rubber and gas shortage together xith project location required 

the provision of coarse rciel facilities. When this .need is given consideration 

in. the selection of the site, this problem is avoided, but this wag not always 

possible. 'Then provision had to be K&de or real tenant hardship resulted.

»• -

• %* • *

Inasmuch as most of the war developments were built without much
'regard to existing city codes end land use regulations, experience indicates 

that an examination of the restrictions wight prove beneficial. City and

mf'

ir

o •> regional patterns are often difficult to ascertain because of the luck of a
. qualified planning ag*ncy. Land use patterns and building codes are generally

, .* • 'S . •_ * u ** . . ^ . <r. *. ' • : • . ’/• ’*. f ,• . •

obsolete and become havering obstacles precluding the use of advenced economic

. *>.
v.

and land planning techniques for large scale developments. A legislative re

search program which would esaigt in keeping city codes abreast of technical

advances wight be desirable along with ©stablisbttfmt of techniques of planning. .
. . ff :
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This section surrsiarlzes the significant changes that

occurred during the war in the design of the principal non-mechan

ical eloeonts of dwellings - ouch as foundations, floors, nails 

and roofs - and indicates the probable influence of these changes

on poet-ear practice* It supplecjents the separate reports in

Appendix One on each such element which cover recent pre-ear exper

ience and trends in both private and public housing.

* * **

Kxtensive substitution and large-scale elimination of mater

ials were necessary in both private and public housing as materials

became progressively more restricted during the ear. The temporary

O character of most of the public housing end the need for utmost speed

as well as the cost limitations in both private end public housing

also compelled important changes in the use of materials and in engi

neering design. The equivalent of many year® of trial-end-error 

development that characterizes housing technology was compressed into 

four yoara of war housing construction through changes forced by the 

war. Many possibilities of reducing costs through substitution and 

elimination of materials which would not be ventured under noraal

conditions were tried and tested.

Abundant technical experience in building with less and 

different typos of materials using techniques that were new to mnfr 

localities has indicated the feasibility of continuing some war-borne 

practices to reduce costs. Tills experience proved beyond reasonable 

doubt that soao heretofore untried practices, while reducing capitalo
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coats, will increase annual costs through high maintenance# It die* 

dosed some promising possibilities which warrant further iiraestig*-

tion#

War housing experience demonstrated conclusively to the un

initiated that local practices in selection and use of materials and

engineering design can not be changed abruptly without detriment to

quality and danger of rejection of even a good idea. Row methods and 

materials or new applications require exhaustive preparation by way 

of adequate research, development, pilot teat, educational and train

ing programs.

By way of examples, the experience with foundations, floors, 

walls, roofs, firs resistance, insulation and chimney construction 

is most significant.

Foundations

During the war a much larger proportion of the housing was 

built without basements and without continuous masonry exterior 

foundation-walls • A greater use was made of piers with a skirting of 

light material st the exterior wall line, enclosing a crawl space be

tween the first floor construction and the grade# With this type of 

construction, considerable difficulty has been experienced with damp

ness arising out of the collection of moisture in the crawl spaces#

In addition, the lightweight skirting has necessitated a large amount 

of maintenance# Further study ***y indicate that, under most conditions, 

a lower annual cost will result in more substantial construction of the

perimeter of the house between the first floor level and the grade where 

basements are eliminated# In addition, It appears tJiat research ando
st
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O technical development should be continued to provide a satisfactory 

method for eliminating crawl spaces without increasing costs. One 

approach is to use concrete floors laid on the ground. Experience 

with concrete floors has demonstrated clearly the need for further 

study of drainagef capillarity* finish surfaces and access to piping* 

eto.# in order to secure acceptable performance characteristics for

post-war housing at lower costs.

Floor Construction

In floor construction as well as in wall construction* the 

amount of material used ms greatly reduced. Foe to requirements of 

the War Production Board* higher stresses in both lumber and steel 

wore required. This in itself reduced the amount of material. In

addition and particularly in the temporary public projects* floors 

were designed with an assumed live loading of only 62& percent of pre

war practice and with the expectancy of a greater amount of deflection. 

Ehere dry wall and ceiling coverings such as gypsum, plywood and. paper 

composition boards were used for interior wall and ceiling finish* the 

need for rigid construction to avoid plaster cracks was eliminated. 

Prom this experience and since there were no complaints about strength 

and rigidity of lighter floors* steps should be undertaken to review 

strength and deflection requirements in national stewards and local

o

codes with a view toward establishing more realistic bases which will 

permit lighter construction and lower costs.

Further with respect to floors* in both public and private 

housing a larger percentage of the dwellings were built without sub* 

floors because of the restrictions of the Bar Production Board on the

• •jf

o
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o use of 1" boards. This added difficulty in construction eince the 

sub-floor usually serves as a platform for workman, especially with 

masonry walls* Wider experience in building without this platform 

may permit the elimination of sub-floors in a greater percentage of 

housing, particularly in mild clinates where the added insulation 

of a sub-floor is not important*

Framing Exterior galls

The restrictions on selling price and rent in the privntoly 

fine need field and cost limitations and need for speed in tha publicly 

financed field led to a more extensive use of wood frame exterior wall

construction. In addition and in the temporary public housing in par

ticular, the amount of materials in exterior walls was drastically cur

tailed. In temporary wood fraxae construction, the practice during the 

war was to use about 50 percent of the amount of framing lumber that 

was used prior to the war. Substantial cavings were also made in the 

permanent private projects. This lightening of construction together

o

with the unreasoned lumber that had to be accepted in order to com

plete the projects on schedule resulted in some warping and twisting

of the structural members and loosening of the connections of the

facing materials#

Although furtlier study i» needed to determine the extent to 

which the framing of exterior wall construction can be lightened for 

post-war housing, it has been clearly demonstrated that with certain 

types of finishing raterials, the pre-war practice used far more/ •

lumber than necessary.

o
54
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Stressed Covered l racing

In the covering of framing zaambars, war-time scarcities and 

cost limitations led to a more extensive use of stressed covering

Wider use of stress-covered frawing.' principle© in wells and floors, 

such as plywood glued to wall studs and floor joists, has contributed

largely to the technical knowledge in this field. More experience by 

a greater number of designers and builders and by manufacturers should 

lead to a greater recognition and application of the opportunities to 

reduce the size of framing members by taking advantage of the strength 

added to a structure when stressed covering materials are used.

Sheathlnr and Siding

The increasing shortage of wood as the war progressed neces

sitated ouch substitution of gypsum and fiber boards in place of lumber 

for wall and root sheathing. It Is expected that the poet-war practice 

will reflect the war housing experience and should result in sharper 

competition between lumber and alternate sheathing materials. In a 

period of ample supply, keener competition should result in somewhat 

lower costs*

o

Composite Ifoterltie

Other substitutions such as the elimination of siding and the 

use of a combination material for siding and sheathing is not expected

In the temporary publialy financed projects, 

1" gypsum and mineral surfaced fiber boards which were used and found 

satisfactory for short-life housing would be too expensive in terns of 

annual cost for permanent housing because of high maintenance. In 

their present form the materials delaminate, break easily and present

to continue after the war.



—6—o problems of calking joints. Xt is likely, however, that the manufac

turers of these products, drawing on the experience of their wide use 

during the war, mj attempt to develop for poet-war a better composite 

material to perform the functions of both sheathing and exterior fin

ish satisfactorily*

reports on the practicability of plywood for exterior siding 

vary* Plywood with plastic overlay®, used in military packaging, 

marine work and portable housing, may find application in postwar hous

ing.

Further progress was made during the war in the use of exterior 

non-bearing curtain walls with widely spaced skeleton frame structural 

supports• A single material of composite construction replaced several 

layers of materials In conventional construction* The development and 

more extensive use of this "single-wall" construction, during the war, 

has added measurably to the technical knowledge of the problem and 

possible solutions. Xt is anticipated that the fund of knowledge and 

experience thus gained will prove useful in the immediate post-war 

period*

Hoof Framing

o

Light wood, clear span root trusses were developed by the 

engineers of the Federal Public Housing Authority which have proved 

most satisfactory despite saving about 45 percent of the lumber gen

erally used for ceiling and roof fraralng and reducing cost about 35 

percent* It is expected that this type of light roof framing will con

tinue to be used after the war where codes permit or can ba revised to 

permit their use* It le unlikely that this development would haveo
st.
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O occurred in peace time.\

A correlary to the development of these trusses was to base 

designs on 20 p.s.f. live loads in contrast to 40 p.s.f# often required 

in extreme northern areas. lack of adverse reports Indicates the de

sirability of more precise determination of necessary design loads for 

all types of roofs in the interest of coot reduction.

Fire resistance

Substitution of materials and use of different methods of con

struction has added to the knowledge of fire resistance characteristics# 

Experience with plywood interior am exterior wall partition facings has 

demonstrated clearly the need for further research and product develop

ment to reduce fire hazard. Likewise, fires resulting In temporary con

struction have demonstrated clearly the need for continuing pre-war 

practice with respect to location and types of controls for heating 

* equipiaent. On the other hand, it has also been found that there are 

many substitute materials for metal ducts which can be used without 

creating a fire hazard when proper safeguards are observed. Until this 

experience, however, can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of code 

and standard-making authorities, It is expected that the pre-war require

ments for fire protection in warm-air heating systeiss will, for the most 

part, be observed in the imrwdiate poet-war period.

Therrifll Insulation and Condensation

o

One of the major changes In materials and structures that oo- 

r Is the use of more insulation, storm sash and 

weatherstripping# This arose out of a requirement established by the 

Wa:r Production Board upon recoBsaendstion of the National Housing Agency

curred during the

o
SI



-8-o that reduced the heat loss of structures throughout the country fro©

20 to 50 percent, depending upon the locality# This measure which war 

prompted by the fuel shortage has, for the most part, resulted In more 

healthful and livable housing. However, it has caused some difficulties 

which point up the mod for further research and technical development 

in the field of humidity and condensation control.

The combination of new materials, lighter construction, acre 

insulation, and smaller and tighter dwelling units has brought to light 

some rather serious problems due to vapor migration. This experience 

has led the manufacturers of building materials and equipment to estab

lish the National Council on Humidity and Condensation Control to under

take further research of the causes and reajediee for condensation with

in walls and ceilings. It has aloo pointed out to the National Housing 

Agency and its constituents, the need for further consideration of ven

tilation standards. Practice in this country provides from one-sixth 

to om-hftlf the amount of controlled ventilation within dwellings that 

is required by the British Standard Code of Practice# Current standards 

for ventilation of flat roofs are now generally acknowledged as inadequate 

but much further research is necessary before revised standards can be 

developed#

recent experience has also demonstrated that experimental work 

in the field of insulating against heat transmission and preventing con

densation should aim tty determine the degree to which each of the var

ious living areas - living rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens, dining 

areas - should be insulated# There are indications that greater economy 

and comfort might well result if special insulation were given to certaino
si
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O part* of the enclosing surfaces of areas used most frequently rather 

than the current practice of uniform thermal resistance for all parte 

of a mall or ceiling regardless of the type and duration of occupancy.

Sound Insulation

Practice during the mar of building much lighter typos of 

construction has also pointed up the necessity for further research 

and technical development in the field of sound insulation* Justifi

able complaints froc mar workers have demonstrated clearly that sore 

adequate and comprehensive sound insulation standards should be de

veloped and adopted* In this respect, the British Standard Code of 

Practice i» far more progressive. Better sound insulation require

ments are needed primarily in aulti-faaily structures. But in both 

multi-family and single-family types, experience during the mar has 

further demonstrated that more consideration should be given to eelee-
' • 'i-.'

tion of sites and site planning to eliminate transmission of outside 

noise source# to the interior of dwelling as mail as to planning room

arrangement and to designing malls, floors and ceilings to reduce 

sound transmission between dwellings and between roons within a dwell

ing.

Prefabricated Chimneys

Another important contribution to housing technology, born of 

the mar, ie in the field of chimney construction. To save time, crit

ical labor and cost, metal chimneys that mere being developed just 

prior to the mar mere widely used. The impetus given to the develop

ment of this type of chimney during the mar should pay large post-mar

o
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dividends as they provide better draft, save space and lower costs.

In earthquake areas, they provide necessary fire resistance at nuch 

lower cost than reinforced masonry chimneys. The widespread unsatis

factory performance of the initial installations, made before adequate

tests and development was undertaken, almost killed the product. The
•> •

nark of early deficiencies will wake the road to general poet-war ac

ceptance of the product much longer.

Miscellaneous Changes

Many miscellaneous iteras of elimination and substitution of 

materials which were necessary during the war will not reoccur under 

post-war conditions. These include elimination or substitution of 

materials for gutters and downspouts, substitutions for flashing, 

elimination of termite shields, elimination of window weights and 

balances, substitution of lees durable hardware, and substitution of 

roll roofing for shingles on pitched roofs.

o
to
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MSCIJAMICAl AMD BI>?»CTUIGALo
Tills section sots forth the signifleant changes that occurred 

during the war with respect to plumbing codes and practice, heating, 

and electrical installations* It discusses the anticipated effect of 

these changes on post-war housing* It supplements 16 separate reports 

in Appondix One, each of which cover pre-war experience and trends for 

an Individual ele*aent or group of similar elements of mechanical and 

electrical systems.

it * * #

Plumbing and heating evstorcs and electric wiring installations 

felt the heavy impact of war shortages before other parts of dwellings. 

Long before the war pinched lumber, gypsum and cloy products the War Pro

duction Board began to consider nickel and chromium, copper and brass, 

aluminum and sine in ounces rather than pounds per product unit and to 

squeeze fractions of pounds of steal and even cast iron out of prototype 

bills of materials.

Housing did its share to conserve these vital metals for mili

tary purposes. Chromium and nickel, normally used for plating and special 

alloys, were soon eliminated. Copper and its alloys for privately-

financed new dwellings were soon cut to 17 percent of pre-war requirements.
of

Steel was finally reduced to 30 percent/-pre-war use per house. Zinc and 

cost iron requirements wore pared down to bare essentials. Sven more 

drastic cuts were made in temporary public housing.

Most non-ferrous savings and much of the stoel and iron conserved 

resulted from redesign of mechanical, electrical and utility installations. 

One of the minor miracles of the war was that the producers of equipment, 

designers and builders, achieved this amazing conservation record witho
£1
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O few sacrifices of essential performance characteristics*

No one expected that drastic substitution and elimination 

of metals could be undertaken without violence to design, fabrication 

and installation practices. Wonder is that sane forced changes re

sulted in better quality at lower costs. Valuable lessons were learned 

in war-born deficiencies as well as improvements from which post-war 

housing will benefit.

Plumbing Codes

The most far-reaching effect of the war on plumbing practice 

was the formulation and almost complete acceptance of a national stand

ard by labor, manufacturers, plumbing contractors and cod© authorities. 

Viewed on an overall basis, better design, adequate performance and rel

atively lower costs resulted. But some details lost ground — mostlyo
parts not covered by the code which can be replaced readily after the

war.

Although direct statistics are not available, about one-third 

of the recent pre-war new non-farm dwellings apparently were built in 

places of less than 5,000 population without benefit of a local plumb

ing code or with only the remote influence of a state or county cods 

that, for the most port, could not be enforced.

The war housing pattern differed greatly. Limited to meet the 

needs of in-migrant war workers, war housing was mostly centered in the 

larger towns and cities where plumbing codes usually exist.

But even where local codes have jurisdiction, a representative 

survey disclosed that about one-half of the codea are out of print and 

enforced through rulings issued at the will of the local plumbing orO
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other building inspector* Builders and owners are at the mercy of 

whatever looal group is in power. About 20 percent of the codes are 

too conservative — three-fourths of these are entirely too restric

tive* Only 25 percent of the codes reflect current conceptions of 

adnimuifl adequate requirements* Only 5 percent of the codes were found 

deficient in proper sanitary requirements.

Where 70 percent of the codes are either too restrictive or 

subject to the will of the local inspector, consumers are penalised by 

paying for more labor, for excessive quantities of material, or other

wise , to meet requirements which are not necessary for protection of 

health or safety.

When war seemed imminent, manufacturers, labor and code-making 

authorities reconciled conflicting interests and jointly developed the 

Emergency Plumbing Standards. The %r Production Board, upon recommen

dation of the housing agencies, in February 1942, limited the quantity 

of material that could be installed to that necessary to meet the mini

mum requirements of the Emergency Standards*

The Federal Housing Administration and the Federal Public 

Housing Authority required compliance with the Standards*

The American Municipal Association and the Constituents of 

the National Housing Agency jointly drafted and promoted adoption of a 

model ordinance which would waive for the duration provisions of a looal 

code that exceeded the minimum requirements of the Emergency Standards* 

The Master Plumbers and the United Association of Journeyman Plumbers 

and Steaafittera urged adoption of the Standards or the model ordinance.

/ •
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-4-o All communities found some way to facilitate compliance with the 

national standard without endangering health or safety*

The spotlight which the war focused on plumbing codes has 

brought most elements of the industry Into agreement that the time 

is ripe for the development of a national standard for local plumb

ing codec* The promulgation of an acceptable national standard Is an 

essential pre-requisite to amplification and modification of local con

trols in order to facilitate the production of better housing at lower

costs*

Plumbing Design and Construction

Pre-war plumbing design was for the most part sketchy and 

often not detailed at all in contract drawings and specificationa* 

inost architects and builders, except on the largest multi-family pro

jects, merely indicated the location of plumbing fixtures. The plumb

ing contractor was generally left to his own devices to determine pipe 

runs, stack locations, types of fittings and installation accessories* 

Most specifications were either so brief that they might well have been 

eliminated entirely or they reflected so little knowledge of the trade 

that the plumbing sub-contractor wisely disregarded them* "where con

trolled by proper local codes and adequate inspection, no hazards to 

health resulted* But the lack of proper engineering did result in in- 

efficiency and unduly high capital and maintenance costs*

While most of the causes for pre-war deficiencies existed in 

an aggravated form during the war, and while new causes were added, 

the attention which was directed to the Emergency Plumbing Standards 

led to more carefully engineered installations, particularly where local

o

o
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o codes were inadequate or non-existent* Where the requirements of local

codes were excessive, the 3ar Mousing Critical List forbade compliance# 

Engineering and construction of plumbing warrants increased 

attention in the post-war program# Lack of manpower for maintenance 

as well as war-borna changes or departures from local practice have 

emphasized the problems which develop due to inadequate or improper de

sign or to the failure of construction mechanics to follow proper de

sign when available#

In the construction of plumbing systems, prefabrication was 

employed during the war by a greater number of plumbing contractors

for the same reasons it was applied to structural elements of dwellings# 

Prefabricated plumbing has shown promise of cost reductions where stand

ardized layouts are feasible# Many more plumbers have found that shop 

or field prefabricated sections, if properly made up, are not only pos

sible but advantageous where standard designs are used# The use of 

standard plumbing design does not mean that standard house plans must 

be used. Only the plumbing fixtures layout need be standardised# Wall 

and floor construction has to be designed to receive the prefabricated 

plumbing) but dwelling layouts can be individualised#

However, war experience with prefabricated stacks and plumb

ing sections has shown clearly that some additional precautions wist be 

taken# Workmen must be trained in the need for careful handling and 

shipment of prefabricated parts. Where plumbers wore not properly in- 

structed, offsetting costs were encountered due to field repairs of 

loosened Joints, cracked fittings, etc# These damages occurred when 

plumbers stacked and moved prefabricated sections in the same way that

O
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-6-o they were accustomed to handling unassembled materials.
The large use of substitute Materials and equipment during 

the war has pointed up the need for trade educational programs, 

mechanics are given a complete understanding of the raasofor the inr*

unless

troduction of a new material or method, they resist charge in ways that 

often necessitate its abandonment. iforeover, experience in introducing 

new materials, fabricated to imitate former parts, has shown the advis

ability of developing a new approach, when possible — different tools 

ss well as a different touch — not a new touch with old familiar tools#

It is not easy to break the habits of a lifetinke, such as the amount of 

pressure exerted on a wrench, the choice of a pipe cutter type, etc#

This was shown clearly by difficulties encountered in connecting plastic 

pipe and by the lack of acceptance of the die cast sine fixture trim 

and the cement-lined pipe during the emergency.

Copper and brass pipe and tubing ,which was gaining increasing 

preference before the war, had to be eliminated during the emergency#

It should not be difficult to regain its position in the post-war market, 

part5.col5.fly whore corrosive watars make galvanised steel pipe unsuit-

able#

War development and uee of plastic tubing has shown that it 

can be a successful substitute for metal piping when ample education 

and training programs are carried out. Early deficiencies with typea 

of joint* have been largely overcome by the develop.ment of superior 

types of fittings and by no re training and experience of installation

mechanics.

o
a
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o Brass plumbing trim went the way of copper and brass pipe in 

the war. Fixture trim substitutes of xinc, plastic or cast iron have 

proven unsuitable and expensive. Though many types were tided, eouw 

plaints of siaintenance staffs and householders have placed a heavy 

ctarp of disapproval on most of the substitutes* Again, there was not 

enouf^h tchae for adequate research and development before manufacture 

and installation*

Substitute fixtures developed during the war were generally 

found wanting. Ceramic, cement aid glass bath tubs have not proven 

suitable* It is doubtful whether the large gains mad© by ceramic lav

atories and sinks will be maintained, particularly in the low cost 

market* Since much additional “know-how" was gained during the war in 

fabricating end finishing steel, c&at iron fixtures may suffer from an 

acceleration of the pre-war trend toward pressed metal*

Costs of plumbing should be reduced through competition from

o

new <T.aterial& •»

l&Lterials used as substitutes for non-ferrous water tanks such

a3 cement, porcelain or enaciel linings, have not proven of equal quality.
\

Experience has demonstrated that more development work is needed. Fab

rication end factory inspection ntathods and crating will have to be 1j&- 

proved and incchanics will Jiave to be better trained in Installation of 

such tanks or the market advantages gained during the war will be lost 

to galvanised and non-ferrous tanks*

Finally, and of all the substitutions, the one that caused the 

loudest and most universal cowplaint was the substitution of shower 

stalls for bath tubs in family units* Ifenufcicture of cast iron and steelo
Cl
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O tubs nsre prohibited* &any substitutes tubs were developed, triod and 

found 'minting* Shower stalls were the only alternative* Health auth

orities, financial institutions, builders and tenants, joined the 

National Housing Agency in strong representations to the War Production 

Board that production of metal tubs be permitted as soon as the progress 

of the war permitted. In the third quarter of 1943, easing of pig iron 

supplies permitted the WPB to authorize sufficient production in a few 

plants in non-critic&l labor ai~eas to moot the requirements of the war 

housing program.

Heating

War limitations caused many important changes in heating prac

tice which will effect post-war systems. Fuel shortages, material short

ages, omission of baseirients and smaller houses were the principal causes 

for changed practices. Type, size, capacity and layout of heating systems 

underwent ii^portant modifications. Fuel conservation programs developed 

a greater consciousness on the part of both the public and the industry 

of the need for more insulation, smaller and more efficient heating 

systems, and improved methods of maintenance and operation* Better heat

ing practice in the post-war period should result*

To conserve both metal and fuel, the second issue of the Mr 

Housing Critical List in February 1942,, placed limitations upon the out

put capacity of heating systems and the heat loss of dwellings* Before
s

the war, the typical 800 sq* ft* house of two bedrooms had a heat lose 

of 60,000 to 100,000 BTU's per hour depending upon climate. The War 

Housing Critical List required structures to be designed so that the 

heat loss of this size of house did not exceed 50,000 BTU*s per houro
it
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o regardless of climate. This called for more insulation, and much more 

in the colder climates, which was reasonable. By reducing the boat 

loss of the house, it was possible to use smaller and different types 

of heating equipment which were less expensive in terras of both cost 

and metals. Greater comfort and experience with the low fuel bille of 

insulated houses together with the extensive fuel conservation campaigns 

which wore undertaken during the war, should result in consumer demand 

for better insulated dwellings in the post-war period.

The heat loos limitations of the War Housing Critical List 

also facilitated standardisation and simplification of heating systems. 

The requirement that dwellings of the same area have the same maximum 

heat loss regardless of climate, coupled with the smaller differential 

in heat loss between insulated dwellings of different else, permitted 

fewer sizes of furnaces, boilers and heaters to do the war housing job. 

This standardization of lines increased efficiency of production and 

distribution which offset, at least in part, the higher cost of manu

facture occasioned by material and manpower shortages.

Standardisation was not accomplished, however, without diffi

culties. Replacements for the full range of large sizes in existing

o

houses still had to be made. Some manufacturers refused to produce

seller sizeo for the war housing market in the face of price ceilings 

and more lucrative, assured demand from the replacement market. A 

large quantity of the war housing had to be equipped with over-size, 

and thus less efficient equipment. For example, the small 18* fire 

fox furnace which mot practically all requirements for war housing warn 

air systems found little demand in the replacement market.o
VI
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But the pressure of deirand for smaller and more efficient

equipment for small houses left its mark. Manufacturers were moved by

the war housing demand to approach the solution of efficient heating 

equipment for low heat loss dwellings* Manufacturers with allied lines 

entered the heating field. New designs were made. New techniques were

developed. The war promoted research and product development that should

pay post-war dividends to consumers as well as to manufacturers.

Standardisation and smaller differences in heat loss between

dwellings gave heating contractors new opportunities particularly when 

coupled with the increased volume of identical or similar basic types 

of dwellings in larger projects. The result was larger bulk purchases 

by the heating contractor and more prefabrication. Repetition of stand

ardized duct runs and fittings led inevitably to more shop and less 

field work — more efficienoy — fewer field adjustments.

The techniques and practices developed will be carried for

ward in the future wherever volume production heating contractors sup

ply the market. When the volume production heating contractor serves 

the volume production builder who concentrates on a few basic types of 

dwellings the moot propitious conditions exist for quality-producing 

and cost-reducing methods. Obviously, a heating contractor making a 

1,000 installations a year covering only five basic plans will have more 

opportunity for bulk purchases and prefabrication than one who makes 

1,000 installations for 50 basic types. In the first case, 200 installa

tions of each model would be repeated. In the second, only 20.

Where basic models are not identical in layout but are com

parable in heat loss and number and size of rooms, about 90 percent ofo
7o
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Q the heating installation can be standardised. Where basic models are

comparable in heat loss but differ in both layout end number and size 

cf root's perhaps three-fourths of the heating installation can be stand

ardized. Even whore maximum heat loss varies as much as 40,000 to 

60,000 HTU per hour it is practicable to use one size of furnace or

boilor•

Small heating contractors as well as large operators were 

forced by war conditions to standardize to sorr.e degree. 1'aterial con

servation programs reduced the available variety of systems and con

trols. In general, fewer difficulties arose in material procurement

when purchases were limited to one or two lines. Lack of skilled mechan

ics added to tho pressure for simplification and standardization. These 

forces led heating engineers and contractors to find ways and means too adapt a limited number of standardized systems and layouts to a large

variety of needs. Knowledge gained both as to advantages and problems

should sharpen the judgment of designers and contractors in appraising 

over specialization pushed by sales promotion of heat.ing specialty

manufacturers.

Full conservation requirements, limitations on dwelling size

and the demand for the utmost conservation of metal led to a wider use

of simpler types cf heating equipment during the war. A larger propor

tion of the now housing eons true ted was heated by space heaters and 

floor furnaces. The space heater, an offspring of the "pot belly* 

stove, lias most of the characteristics, if not the appearance, of ite 

ancestor —■ drafty, cold floors, hot ceilings, firs hazards, over-heat

ing near the unit and cold aroac elsewhere. The aggressive saleso
71
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o promotion campaigns for space heaters -which got underway just before 

the war paid off handsomely when war limitations on cost and alee of 

houses, weight of metal and heat lose opened the door wide, 

other lesson has been learned during Hie war, tenant and owner coot- 

plaints about apace heaters in cold climates lias indelibly impressed 

in the wind of the whole industry the need for more research and edu

cational work on overflow heating methods.

The war accelerated trend toward the elimination of basements

If no

left its mrk on the pattern of heating systems as well as on planning 

and methods of construction. Heating units had to be crammed into small

utility rooms, squeezed into hall closets or exposed in the living room. 

This brought forth a fresh crop of problems. In many parts of the 

country, designers and builders were unfamiliar with the detailed pre

cautions against radiant heat and fire hazards that must be taken.
o

Lessons were learned the hard way which will not be forgotten in the

post-war period. Fewer basements were another force which led to a

greater proportion of the houses being equipped with overflow heaters. 

Elimination of basements must also be charged with the vitiation of

air when heating equipment located in living quarters draws upon that 

space for air for combustion. Elimination of basements can be oredited, 

in part at least, for the development of prefabricated metal chimneys. 

Though still in the development stage, they were used widely during the 

war. Insufficient research and development before wide acceptance led 

to fire hazards which have subsequently been corrected at a cost of about 

$3,000,OCX). Satisfactory standards for manufacture and installation are

now in use.o
1%
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The elimination of sheet metal duct work - eo that ships, 

landing barges and tanks would not go begging for plate - brought on 

another crop of problems* Plywood and various composition boards were 

tried* Soma boards were specially developed for duot work* Host sub

stitutes could not take the abuse materials get in conventional con-
rstruction work* Protective coatings were damaged; joints opened up.

Fire hazards and poor heat distribution resulted* Where inadequate 

heating controls and inexperienced or over-worked operating staffs 

combined, as in some temporary public projects, serious fires were ex

perienced* The trade and owners are, for the most part, anxious for 

the reappearance of sheet metal for duct work*

Many substitutions and eliminations of material in the manu

facture of heating units, forced by the war, are not feasible and should 

be or were changed as soon as conditions permit* Among these are the 

elimination of secondary heating surfaces, metal casings and interliners 

for furnaces; most ceramic linings for fire boxes of space heaters; 

subetitution of cast iron where special alloys are better; "stripped" 

controls with improper alloys for working parts; and light cast iron 

furnaces Instead of steel for forced warm air packaged systems*

Not all of the developments of less expansive types of heat

ing systems for smaller and better insulated houses were unsatisfactory* 

As in the case of plumbing, recommendations of the National Housing 

Agency adopted by the War Production Board in the War Housing Critical 

List focused attention on the need for more engineering of heat dis

tribution systems* To conserve fuel by more efficient systems, the 

Critical List requested that heat distribution devices, such aso
15
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O radiators, convectors and registers, provide enough but not too much 

heat for the room or space served. In the same manner a better selec

tion of the sise of the heating plant was required. This should pave 

the way for more adequate post-war standards and better practice,

Ono-pipe hot water heating systems gained wide acceptance# 

When gas or oil was not prohibited as fuel, the dual wall 

register floor furnace made large gains in mild climates. The product 

itself and methods of installation were improved. Location of the 

equipment was better studied. Limitations became more widely known.

Disadvantages of its predecessor - the floor furnace - were more widely

recognised.

Pot-type oil burners felt the impact of the fuel conservation

program. Wider experience and the sharp need for more efficient combus

tion led manufacturers to more research and product development to pro-

vide adequate draft and better combustion. Greater recognition was

given to the fact that the small additional expense of a fan to produce 

a forced draft is more than made up by Increased combustion efficiency# 

Foroed draft also permitted the pot-type burner to be connected to an 

ordinary chimney in a basemntlces dwelling. Natural draft burners 

require higher or more efficient chimneys. It is hoped that war ex

perience with pot-type burners will lead to the gradual elimination of 

the natural draft type with its low efficiency, inadequate output, 

dirty walls and ceilings (caused by carbonisation due to incomplete com

bustion) and tbs serious back draft that pushes the products of incom

plete combustion back into the living quarters.

o
7+
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O The sustained drive for lower heat losses to save fuel has

pointed up the need for more adequate standards for humidity and con

densation control. Dwelling made tighter with weatherstripplng and 

storm sash reduced ventilation in the typical small house to one-third 

of an air change per hour. This may be contrasted with the recommended 

American practice of one air change per hour and the British standard 

of somewhat more than two air changes per hour for the typical small 

house. Lade of controlled ventilation becomes serious in the smaller 

dwellings and dangerous for those where the combustion equipment is 

located in the living quarters, A few reports of asphyxiation of war 

workers dramatized the necessity for formulation and adoption of stand

ards for controlled ventilation in post-war housing. Less dramatic but 

more prevalent have been the other adverse effects of insufficient ven

tilation - condensation on walls and windows and within walls and ceil-

ings as well as stuffy, headache producing air which has become vitiated.

Dome fuels became more critical than others. Prohibition

against the use of gas and oil in many localities caused first a shift 

to oil and then to coal fired equipment as the war progressed. This 

meant a shift from fully automatic to semi-automatic and, finally, non- 

automatic equipment since stokers were first too expensive and later 

prohibited for small residential structures. Coal had to be delivered 

and fired, and ashes had to be removed when the burden for this work 

fell in an increasingly greater number of instances on the women of the 

household. The shift from gas to oil and finally to coal resulted in 

more dirt, harder housekeeping, more frequent redecoration. This ex

perience should have a marked effect when women begin to inquire about 

the type of heating in the post-war house.o
7£
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o The forced change to coal fired equipment produced some im

provements - notably the development of the magazine type space heater 

and small furnace and the increased demand for smaller stokers*

Fuel conservation publicity produced another improvement in 

house heating — a greater recognition of the advisability of annual 

service contracts for inspection, adjustment and maintenance of heating 

units. While the effect of regular maintenance in reducing fuel bills 

was somewhat dissipated in war tines by the lack of trained service men, 

the trend is likely to carry forward after the war, especially if sales 

promotion is backed up by better servioe and proved through lower fuel
i . 1

consumption records*

In other war production fields large gains were made in tlie 

development and application of heat transfer and distribution principles 

How this extensive research and technical progress for airplane produc

tion, gun and tank design will change post-war heating system® can not 

yet be seen*

Electrical Installations

Changes in electrical installations during the war fell into

two general categories — first, a general reduction in quality, and, 

second, the introduction of new materials to many localities. These 

changes occurred because practically all of the materials used in pre

war electrical equipment and work becajoe most critical in the early _ 

stages of the war*

Perhaps the moot serious reduction in the quality of elee-

Prior to the war,trical installations was in the number of outlets*

o
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O the typical 800 sq. ft., two bedroom house had approximately 30 outlet*• 

ke materials became more scarce during the war, this number was reduced 

by more than one-third through progressively more stringent restrictions 

in the liar Housing Critical List. In the later phases of the war, as 

these materials became less scarce, the restrictions on the number of 

outlets were gradually relaxed. The present Issue of the Critical 

List (October, 1944) eliminates all restrictions on the number of out

lets. Experience has shown that wartime restrictions resulted not only 

in poor illumination but also increased fire and accident hazards. To 

compensate for insufficient outlets, householders often supplemented 

built-in wiring with a maze of extension cords. In addition, experience 

with low levels of illumination during the war hes emphasized the need 

for the adoption of adequate standards in the immediate post-war period.

Perhaps next in importance with respect to quality was the 

elimination and substitution of Materials used in the fabrication of

o
1

-
■:

insulation for wires. This cheapening of insulation lowered the re

sistance to overloads and moisture and to damage through handling dur

ing installation. Fire hazard has been increased. Return to standards I

which approximate, if not equal, pre-war practices is expected. On the 

positive side, the need for elimination of rubber insulations, ae well 

as the necessity for reducing motor sizes and weights in airplane con

struction, resulted in the development of a synthetic glass insulation 

with tremendous heat and electrical resistance. The wide use of this

:
i

ii

type of insulation in the fabrication for aircraft and other motors may 

find some application in the post-war household appliance and equipment

o
n
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The quality of lighting fixtures also suffered from the neces

sity to conserve critical materials. In particular, lighting fixtures 

of the open type with visible bulbs were used more widely and, as was 

expected, have proven unsatisfactory due to glare. The closed type 

should and probably will be restored to use as soon as materials can be 

made available.

To save wire by elimination of a wall switch, pull chain fix

tures came into more general uso, particularly, in the publicly financed 

temporary projects. Again, as expected, these fixtures have increased 

maintenance costs and tenant complaints. The use of toggle switches 

that are integral with the fixture, or separate wall switches, should 

and probably will replace most of the pull chain fixtures after the 

war. For the same purpose in private projects, the three-way switch 

was largely eliminated. This switch provides greater convenience and 

safety for interior stairs and halls. In addition, ceiling lights in 

bedrooms were often replaced by wall bracket lights with an integral 

toggle switch. Further study is needed to determine whether this lat

ter item may be a trend in the right direction for email houses.

As to wiring,War Production Board regulations have required 

more extensive use of the "bare neutral" conductor against the better 

judgment of many coiqpetent engineers. This type of conductor is more 

susceptible to errors of installation. Unfamiliarity with the material, 

lack of adequate training and educational programs, as well as outright 

resistance to its use, aggravated the number of faulty installations

o

o
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O that occurred# It ia hard to judge whether the war experience will

result in more or less extensive use of the "bare neutral" conductor

after the war#

The quality of electrical controls also deteriorated during 

the war# This occasioned difficult adjustments, high maintenance and 

earlier replacements# Difficulties in obtaining adequate controls, and 

the pressure for utmost economy, resulted in the elimination of many 

controls that were necessary for adequate fire protection# This situa

tion was largely corrected in the later stages of war housing develop

ment# In many instances, where necessary controls were prohibited on 

standard bills of material approved by the War Production Board for

temporary public projects, it was found that the controls had to be in

stalled after completion of construction by the maintenance staff.

War born deficiencies have helped make heating and fire protection 

engineers more conscious of the necessity for specifying good controls 

and for continuous inspection to assure proper installation and main-

o

tenance#

There were many small details of design of electrical access

ories and fixtures that suffered during the war# These included the 

unsatisfactory replacement of some copper and brass current-carrying 

parts with steel parts#

Certain advances were made during the war# The urgent neces

sity for elimination and substitution of the highly critical materials 

in electrical installations opened opportunities for the development and 

Introduction of some materials and methods which should provide adequate

o
??
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O performance characteristics at lower costs. The principal example of 

this type of change brought about by WPB limitations was the replace

ment of metal-armored cable (BX) with non-metallic sheathed cable. Per

haps second in importance was the elimination of the use of metal con

duit , except where needed to meet the minimum requirements of the 

National Klectrical Code. Prior to the war, many local codes were far 

more stringent with respect to requiring armored cable and metal conduit 

than is generally deemed necessary by competent authorities. The sat

isfactory experience with the elimination of metal conduit in residen

tial construction, during the war, will facilitate the deletion of ex

cessive requirements of some of the local codes.

Other examples of development and wider use of new materials 

made possible by wartime restrictions, include solderleos connectors and 

non-metallic fixture boxes and plates. The high degree of breakage with 

non-metallic boxes has stimulated research. In addition, improvement 

in the techniques of producing and fabricating plastics for other fields 

during the war may well have wide post-war applicability to small elec

trical accessories and parts, including, perhaps, outlet boxes as well 

as plate8• Another positive change in electrical installations, ob

served to a limited extent, was the prefabrication of electrical cir*- 

cuits. This is mentioned in greater detail in Appendix One. This 

practice may find wider application wherever a large quantity of 

standardised layouts are encountered*

o
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CrcsragCTIOP OPKRMTONS AND KBTKaPS

This section sumrjarizes the anticipated effect of war exper

ience on post-war construction operations and methods in private and 

public housing* A complete review covering the problem* report mater

ial and conclusions is set forth in Appendix One*
# * * *

During the war the housing industry was geared to large pro

jects* Organizations and management for quantity production were 

developed and tested* A large number of builders, contractors, super- 

. intondents, and workmen personally experienced - most for the first

time - the advantages, as well as the limitations, of handling repeti

tive operations with mechanized and specialized equipment* The ship

yards and aircraft plants will be releasing workers skilled in tech-

niques of prefabrication and sub-assemblies, which can be applied to 

the production of the structural components of a dwelling* The Army 

and Navy construction services developed similar techniques and men 

trained in their use* The losses that the industry sustained when 

much of its trained personnel went into the armed services, the air

craft plants, and the shipyards, should turn out to be a deferred 

profit. The men have become acquainted with the mechanization of 

earth-moving, materials handling, prefabrication, and erection of 

sub-assemblies • The methods developed and the skills acquired will

not be forgotten by the men that return to residential construction.

Power equipment was more widely used during the war and its 

use should, expand after the war on both private and public work*o
s\
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o During the war the necessity for utilising existing equipment to the 

raaxiurcmi caused its use in rainy heretofore untried Trays. Special pur* 

pose equipment and accessories for standard oquipiaent were developed

and used in the military and naval services. Great numbers of men

became skilled in their operation. The production of equipment manu

facturers was hugely accelerated during the war to supply the armed 

forces and that surplus capacity will be available for peacetime pro

duction.

ISass production techniques were encouraged by the war. Con

ditions were created, for the extensive utilisation of these techniques, 

including factory production, assembly line methods, and field prefab- 

ricaiion. All signs point to an increased use of such methods after 

the war. Exhaustive study is warranted to determine under what condi

tions and to irfiat extent the newly-developed techniques will be roost 

helpful to the residential construction industry as a whole after the

war.
A larger proportion of the privately-financed business will 

go to the larger operators who can take advantage of the economies of 

quantity purchases and mass production end merchandising. The reports 

agree on a trend to larger scale operations. Ceiling prices and 

scarcity of materials and labor have taught builders a new economy of 

means and of operations. Few of the builders unable to gear their ac

tivities to the production of inexpensive houses have survived. The 

strong section of the residential construction industry that has 

weathered the war will be keener, more imaginative, and more skilled 

in cost-cutting and quality-producing techniques. Competition fromo
n
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this strong nucleus should gradually raise the general level of per

formance in the industry as a whole after the war.

K number of changes in public housing construction practices, 

necessary during the peak of war activity, will be substantially modi

fied or dropped.

1. FPHk central procurement of supplies was basically an intru
sion of the normal channel of distribution of plumbing, 
heating, refrigeration, kitchen and cafeteria equipment.
That there were good and sufficient reasons for centralised 
procurersnt for certain items at the peak of war housing t«ls 
generally recognized. But as the war housing demand was 
satisfied and the norraai channels of supply and distribution 
became available, the central procurement program was dropped.

2. The cost-plus fixed fee and negotiated lump sum contract types 
became fewer in number as competition became keener due to the 
release of contractors from strictly military construction and 
the diminution of the war housing demand. In due course the 
contracting policy reverted to the advantages of open competi
tive bidding.

3. The downward adjustment of contract prices to permit accept
ance of belovf-stanriard elements of construction was a tempor
ary device only and will be dropped as soon as material and 
labor supply becomes normal.

4« The assignment by contractors to banks of their construction 
contracts as security proved satis factory during the war and 
may continue after the war on projects requiring large amounts 
of operating capital.

Post-war objectives which are suggested by the war experience 

are increased output per man hour, steadier employment, quality control, 

and lower cost of the end product. These objectives will be greatly 

influenced by the kind of market that develops and the nature of the 

national housing and labor policy that is in effect at the time.

:r. *
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BUILDUP CODES

This section summarizes the problem of building codes in the 

residential construction industry, indicates that war experience will 

have little or no effect postwar, points to the need for increased 

nation-wide concern and proposes two areas for increased activity on 

the part of the United States Government to assist local communities 

in improving their physical character and economic well being by 

facilitating local development of more progressive building codes and 

bettor code administration. A complete review of the problems and 

report material is set forth in Appendix One.

* *

The problem of building codes, which has not been changed 

due to the war, is four-fold with respect to housings

1. A. larger proportion of residential construction should be

o
brought under the jurisdiction of building codes. Construc

tion in practically all rural areas and in about 40 percent 

of urban localities is not subject to codes.

2. Ideal provisions must be reconciled with practical, economic

considerations. A code with elaborate requirements that

brings cost to a point where only a few can pay for now

housing defeats the purpose of public regulation and building.

3. Requirements should be formulated and administered in a

manner that will facilitate local acceptance of sound new

building materials and methods which will improve housing

quality or show promise of reducing housing costs withouto
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O
sacrificing essential protection of safety, health, morals

and the like. Performance requirements, not specifications, 

should be set up — for example, not the thickness and 

materials for a frail but the strength, durability, fire 

resistance, vapor resistance, et cetera required.

4« Special local circumstances should be provided for without

iiapedinr: the Industry on a wider basis, California con

struction requires special bracing for earthquakes. Florida

buildings must satisfy hurricane protection requirements;

and in northern cities the possibility of heavy snow loads

must be considered.

*he problem has not changed because of the war. But during 

the war, some communities found that exceptions could be made to their 

codes without endangering health or safety.

The tizr Production Board found it necessary to restrict by

o

Limitation Orders the use of certain materials to that necessary to 

meet the minimum requirements of nationally recognized standards of 

practice. To permit construction to continue under these limitations, 

communities with building code requirements that were more restrictive 

than the national standards found ways to facilitate compliance -

with FsPB Orders - without endangering health or safety.

Most local code authorities will revert to pre-war controls,

unless the Industry or-some local committee develops a community-wide 

interest in revision of the code to take advantage of modifications

o which have been demonstrated to be possible by war housing experience.
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In general, it ie anticipated that the residential construc

tion indust 17- will be faced post-war with about the same complaints 

about building codes that were voiced before and during the war.

Architects have said their freedom of design hae been unneces

sarily restricted. Engineers and builders have claimed that obsolete

or ill-considered code provisions increased building construction costs

without adding any compensating benefits in the way of increased public 

safety or health. Manufacturers of building materials have been com

pelled to run a gantlet of conflicting regulations and promising now

materials and methods sometinjes die in their struggle for recognition.

Soiae authorities believe that any code over 10 years old should have

a thorough investigation to determine if changes cannot be made in it

tliat will reduce construction costs without detracting from safety 

standards. And it has been cited that over 55 percent of existing

codes are, over that age. The field offices of the Federal Housing

Administration are in agreement that existing codes need modernization.

The interest is much broader than builders and the building 

industryj it affects the prosperity and living conditions of millions 

in towns and cities scattered throughout the country. Comcrunitiee 

under the handicap of excessive building costs due to obsolete and tin- 

fair codes will not contribute the full share of national re-employment 

and post-war prosperity that can be created by the private building of 

their towns and cities. Tide breadth of interest points logically to 

increased nation-wide concern in the field of building codes.

Since local building codes are not Isolated documents of

o purely local concern, there ie a growing recognition of the need for

%
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increased activities at other levels of government in this field, 

cooperating closely with industry in order to facilitate local develop

ment of progressive building codes and better code administration.

?he federal government’s interest in bettor housing at lower costs to 

expand the Biarket that can be reached by private enterprise without 

subsidy is so extensive that it cannot be indifferent to the local 

regulations that are wasteful or unduly restrictive.

In the public interest an expanded program of technical re

search and development on the part of the United States Government 

should be established as an aid to and in cooperation with the munici

palities, and tbs home building and associate interests looking to

1. Developiaent of adequate minimum performance standards and 

uniform testing methods for all elements of a dwelling ando
its site and services considering the health, safety and 

welfare of the occupants and their neighbors.

2. Dissemination of technical information interpreting signif

icant develoT>aents in standards, tests, materials and methods 

for the guidance of code making and enforcing authorities and 

industry in order to promote local adoption of sound and work

able performance standards and tests; to provide a practical 

scientific basis for local consideration of new or improved 

construction materials, subassemblies and methods; and to 

focus attention on technical research and development work

currently needed by local cade making and enforcing author!-

O ties to improve the physical character and economic well
.... rbeing of their conaunities.
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